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ABSTRACT
THE EFFECT 0F TOURISM ON LAND VALUE IN WATAUGA COUNTY,
NORTH CAROLINA,1890 T01920.  (May 2008)
Franya Elizabch Hutchius, B. M., Appalachian State University
M.A., Appalachian State University
Thesis Chairperson: Jari Eloranta
This study investigates the effect of tourism on land values in Blowing Rock, North
Carolina from I 890 to 1920. Seasonal visitors from the nation's elite class made annual trips
to Blowing Rock, of watauga County, beginning in the mid-nineteenth century. The
methodology of this study consisted of comparing the township of Blowing Rock with
nearby Meat Camp via county census and tax records for the years in question, as well as
consulting secondary accounts of early and modem tourism in Appalachia. Local tax records
show an accelerated increase of land values in Blowing Rock within a few decades. In
comparison with Meat Camp, a to`rmship also in Watauga that depended substandally more
on agriculture than tourism, it becomes clear that affluent interest in Blowing Rock caused
land values to rise even above those in other arcas of the county. This trend condnued
throuchout the next century in many parts of Appalachia, eapecially Western North Carolina.
Tourism in this region competed with the major extractive industries, and experienced a new
but similar boom in the second half of the twentieth century, again straining land values.
RIsing land values at the t`rm of the century did not conespond with an overall wealthier
population, however. Many residents of Blowing Rock continued to report no wealth,
iv
income, or land, while land prices around them increased. This caused substantial pressure
for those wishing to remain in the area, which local residents still experience in many parts of
Watauga County today, especially young community members who often do not have
enouch wealth to buy land in their home county.
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I.   ISSUES IN SOUTHERN APPAIACHIA TOURISM HISTORY
I.I  Introduction
The mountains of Southern Appalachia are today dotted with impressive large homes,
often situated within gated communities. These stand in stark contrast to the prevalent
stereotype of Appalachia as a poor and depressed region. Althouch stereotypes rarely bestow
truths, the extremely affluent seeond-home communities in Southern Appalachia do reveal a
significant disparity in wealth bctween clientele of the tourism industry and the surrounding
middle and lower class communities. Real estate listings in tourist-heavy areas such as
Watauga County, North Carolin, show many homes offered in the millionrdollar range and
above. Meanwhile, the median household income for the county remains around $30,000
annually.I
Today's trend is not a twenty-first or even twentieth-century invention, however. As
represented in the history of the Watauga County town of Blowing Rock, Appalachian resort
communities have operated in the region since the mid-nineteenth century, inspiring a
LCensusdatarelatesthatthemedianhouscholdincomeforWataugaCountyin2004was$34.165;in2005the
persoml income per capita was recorded at $28,323. See tables of federal stadstics compiled by county U.S.
Census Bureau, S,baLfe and GDeo.fy gzffckFdefs, hast Revised: Wednesday, 02-Jar-2008, and U.S. CedLsus
Bureau, FIBdrczfs,  flraAc[efgr Gozfnty, IVo*A Ccho/fr2a, hast Revised: Thesday, 3 I -Jul-2007. Accessed Februay 4,
2008 at fedstats.gov and frotfuder.census.gov.
concentration of affluent second homes at their side. Elite vacationers from both ends of the
East Coast continue to popularize the area.
Then, as now, seasonal residents demanded at least a semi-pemanent infrastructure.
Althouch resor( tourism provides mainly seasonal employment opportunities, large resorts,
second homes, and other recreational structures and land uses are permanent fixtures. This
juxtaposition between seasonal business and permanent infrastructure can cause economic
and social rifts with tangible results. For many local residents, one such rift with substantial
impact involves the increase in land values, and therefore land costs, due to the profitability
of tourism and interest of affluent tourists in the area. Due to the specific nature of the
earliest tourism in Southern Appalachia, areas popular since the turn of the century have seen
increasing property values above those in surrounding areas for over one hundred years. In
the case of Blowing Rock, North Carolina, increases in land value from the years 1890 to
1920 compared to those in other parts of the county point to the drastic effects of the long-
standing resort community in this township.
The largely niral Appalachian South, now a popular Location for resorts and gated
communities that capitalize on the mountains' aesthetic beauty, has been a regional retreat
destination for over one hundred years. This quasi-residential tourist industry involving
seasonal homes has added a distinct layer to existing differences in individual wealth in the
socio-economic structure of the region. Between 1890 and 1920, for example, sinall resort
communities, such as Blowing Rock, both coexisted and competed with agricultural
surroundings. The main question this research addresses is whether property values or selling
prices of land differed substantially depending on the land's assuined use.2
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of Blowing Rock's resort
community on land value in the township. Statistics from Blowing Rock are compared
mainly with Meat Camp, an agricultural township also of watauga County with a similar
number of taxed citizens during the period 1890 to 1920. When tax information on land
ownership and individual wealth is contextualized with regional and county history, the
increase of property value and its effeets in the resort township become apparmt. Althouch
presumed profitability of land sales due to tourism raised property values in BLowing Rock,
individual wealth did not increase across the board to keep up with increased costs.
Thetems"class"and"elite"areusedinthisstudy.Theideaof"class"i.s.emp|o.yed
for the convenience of discussion to describe tangible, substantial, and long-lasting
differences in wealth holdings between people in a community or region. The use of the term
"class systeln" involves the categorization Of people in a community or redon into groups
determined by wealth, and often correlating to occupation. The "elite" nature of the tourism
in this research is also extremely important to note. Americans who were able to travel
seasonally in the calliest days of tourism, before the automobile and even the rail system,
were among the wealthiest individuals and families in the nation at that time. Therefore, even
though travel patterns to the Blue Ridge Mountains before the Civil War were redonal, the
wealthy South Carolinian lowlanders who made up the tourist clientele in Western North
Carolina were "elite" in that they were of an extreme minority of affluent families on a
national scale. While the automobile broucht the rise of middle-class tourism in the latter half
2SeeAppendicesAthroughEformapsoftheAppalachianregion.NolthCarolina,andchangesinWatanga
County during this era.
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of the twentieth century, some areas with a very long history in tourism, such as Blowing
Rock, retained an "elite" veneer by continuing to draw predominantly wealthy visitors from
across the nation.
The idea of tourism as well takes on a unique meaning in this context. Early visits to
the Blue Ridge often consisted of extended stays, since the time and cost involved in travel
during the nineteenth century made shor( vacations unfeasible. As many of the first visitors
built second homes or even estates to accommodate their long retreats, their property
ownership and amount of time spent in the area blurred the lines betveen tourist and resident.
In the case of Blowing Rock, the nincteenth-Century fascination with nature and its health
benefits contributed to the township.s original attractiveness. Its breathtaking location on a
ridge overlooking the mountains at an elevation of nearly four thousand feet explains why
travelers chose it initially over nearby Meat Camp. Blowing Rock's popularity then increased
asitbecameastatussymbol.Althouchannualandextendedvisitsbegantograythe'line
between tourist and resident. the township's reputation as an elite resort area created an
influential tourist malket distinct from neafoy local economies. Therefore, in this study,
activities and consequences of `tourism" are considered to be those that either contributed to
or were inspired by this specific status that Blowing Rcok held.
For example, one of the most significant of such resident/tourists was industrialist
Moses Cone, who, with his wife Bertha, amassed an estate of over 3,600 acres in the
Blowing Rock arca between 1892 and 1908. This estate included a large orchard and housed
thirty tenant families.3 Althouch many would not consider the Cones to be `tourists," they
3 See PhihaoNobhatt. A Mauston in ihe Mountains.- The Story Of Moses and Berlha Cone and Their Blowing Rock
Afanor (Boone, NC: Parkway P`iblishers, 1996) for more on the Cones and their estate.
were drawn to Blowing Rock for its combination of natural beauty and amenities, such as
access to telephone, telegraph, and newspaper services. This mixture of environment and
conveniences was made possible by the already entrenched popularity of Blowing Rock as a
place to be seen "summering."
The chief types of land use under consideration in this research are agricultural and
resort or recreational. Specifically, this refers to land used primarily for subsistence or
commercial farming by fulltine county residents, compared to land for use by seasonal
residents or temporary visitors. This project focuses on a time period in which Blowing Rock
experienced great popularity and development at the turn of the century. Between 1890 and
1920, Civil War recovery continued and transportation inereased in the region due to rail
expansion. However, the age of automobile tourism, which would shift but not eliminate elite
tourism, did not enter Watauga County heavily until after 1920.
Tax records from the years in question clearly show higher land values in Blowing
Rock compared to other par(s of watauga County. These values in and out of the town center
reflect the effect of land use on the cost of land in the county. Resort and second-home
tourism beeame a major force of influence on land value as it interacted with larger
frameworks such as class, industry, and the economy. Furthemore, pressures on prices
created by tourism particularly limited the availability of land to local residents.
I.2 Historiography
Although the topic of land values in the township of Blowing Rock at the t`m of the
nineteenth cent`ny covers an extremely smau cohort of people, it touches on many major
issues in Appalachian history. Local history intertwines with contentious regional c6ncems,
such as the costs and benefits of tourism and industry, the historical existence and effects of
an Appalachian class system, as well as the effects of land ownership patterns on the
Appalachian economy. In researching these factors throuch the lens of land value, some
historians note errors in single major sources such as federal census data, raising issues in the
thoughtful use of primary sources as well.
1 .2. I Background Histories
A few authors have put together wide historical overviews of the region. Volumes
such as Karl 8. Raitz and Richard Ulack's 4zpa/zzchz.a, 4 J{egz.one/ Geogrtzpky, and John
Alexander Williams. 4ppa/acAz.a, 4 JJts/o7];, provide detailed outlines of the redon's
inhabitants from those of the indigenous era to the cunent population.4 These broad wcks
provide sufficient background and some pednent details in the history of tourism in Westen
North Cal'olina. Themed works, such as Donald Edward Davis'  Pmcre 7%ere Are "o%»toz.us'..
An Environmental History Of the Southern Appalachiaus i\+iri:nale Rrfue[ derme[its, such as
the drastic effects of industry on the land and land prices. Davis describes the process by
which absentee industrialists made major land purchases as profitability drove up land
values. then enabling the industrial owners to buy out smaller local owners who were unal)le
topayincrcasinglandtaxes.5
Author John Towner offers an introduction to researching tourism.6 In his 1988
article "Approaches to Tourism History," Towner describes the field of tourism research as
•Kad\8.Raf:teandRIchrd\IlndkyAppalachia:ARegionatGeography..Led,People.andDevelopnenl
(Boulder, CO: Westview Pfess, 1984), and John Alexander Williams, ,4pprhachEa, 4 Jris/ory (Chapel Hill:
YDriov=gty#dTthDa%€MouatainsAnEnvironmentolHistoryofthesouthen4Ppalachians
(Athens. GA: University of Georgia Press, 2000).6 John Towner. "Approaches to Tourism IIistoly' 4mazs a/rowrim Research 15, I (1988): 47-62.
interdisciplinary, but mainly either historical or sociolorical. While the historical
methodology focuses on describing the specifies of a past time period and understanding
tourism in that time, the sociological approach uses a "dynamic model" to investigate a
society more conceptually.7 Typical available data consists of statistical records, personal
documents, and mass communications such as magazines, newspapers, literature, and
guidebooks. Althouch specific records were not kept on tourism until after the 1920s, this
study of Blowing Rock uses land values and figures on individual wealth to reflect on the
effect of tourism in the area. Mass communications including advertisenents are also
available for this time period. For example, health retreats of the Blue Ridge released journal-
length advertisements complete with health-related articles and resort rates, such as one titled
77Zc fow!feer" Sa"ifarz.win complied by L. A. Scruggs.8
1.2.2 The Tourism Industry in Southern Appalachia
The few major pieces of scholarship that study the effects of tourism in Southern
Appalachia agree that as an industry, it has broucht both advantages and detriments. As I win
elaborate in later chapters, proponents of tourism often claim that it provides economic
advantages, such as increased employment. In areas with heavy second-home interest, local
business income and tax revenues are also meant to increase. However, many authors and
researchers point to flaws in these benefits, as well as difficulties that conelate with the
coming of a tourist economy. For example, the new serviceroriented wage work tends to be
7 Thid..  5o.
8L.A.Scruggs,7TheSo«chemSanI.Aardem1,4(January1.1897)PrintedinRaleig]]N.C.SeeAppendixFfora
shorterexampleoft`im®f-thcoenturyresortadvertising.
seasonal and poorly paid, and tax revenues are often heavily offset by infrastnictural
demands such as new roads.
C. Brenden Martin summarizes this idea in the title and thesis of his 2cO7 work,
Tourism in the Mountain South: A Double-Edged Sword.9 Martin dedits the history and
implications of tourism in the region, arguing that the industry brought multiple tensions. The
surge of development and specifies of its social dynamics created economic, cultural, and
even environmental paradoxes in the region.
Richard Stames has also published works that directly deal with tourism in Sorthem
Appalachia, and particularly Western North Carolina.'° As editor of the 2003 colleetion
Southern Journeys.. Tourism, History. and Culture in the Modern South, Shz\m!es faed"ates
different approaches to the multiple tensions of tourism, addressing questions of who benefits
and who is hamed. His 2005 pchlication, Creaft.ng ffee fand a/fAe Sky.. Tourism and Society
I.» Pyes/em IVowh Care/I.i!a, continues with this theme. arguing that as a major force shaping
the history of Western North Carolina, tourism orcated s`ibstantial pressures alongside it
gains.
In addition, L. Alex Tooman's 1995 dissertation for the University ofTennessee titled
•`The Evolving Economic Impact of Tourism on the Grcater Smoky Mountain Region of East
Tennessee and Westen North Carolina," reiterates the sentiment that tourism has acted as a
complex and significant factor on the socio-economic structure of the region.'' Burdens on
residents who do not diredy own part of the tourism infrastructure, particularly rising prices
•C.B-endenMardn,TourismintheMountoinSouih:ADouble-EdgedSwordafao;mrilLe:.Uive.s;rtyo£
Termessee Press, 2007).
\®RichldStames.SouLhernJoumeys:Tourism,History.andOutureinlheModemSoulhIT`rscaloose::.
Uriwerstry Of Alat.anal Ptess. 2008), and Creating the Land Of the Sky: Tburism and Society in Western North
faLr:furaexq#macoD:jLuemivv#*°:#o=|Pnrqpesal,2o¥:?.urinontheGreatersrokyMoufainRngionof
East Tennessee and Western North Carolim" Oh.D. diss., University of Temessee. 1995).
that include the cost of living and land ownership, counteract the industry.s local profits. As
many authors argue. the employment broucht by tourism tends to consist of poorly paid
seasonal service industry jobs with limited opportunities for upward mobility. Tooman
focuses mainly on the later twentieth century in the Great Smokey Mountain Park region,
using census data as support, and finally provides suggestions for controlled and thouchtful
development throuch tourism to minimize negative inpacts.
These mainly historical analyses of southern Appalachian tourism both present and
question the benefits of the region's tourist economy. This reflects on Blowing Rock and
supports the argument that not all local residents gained from the economic inc[cases around
them. These claims can be applied to the county data that shows a consistent increase in Land
value between 1890 and 1920 with a stagnant percentage of residents recorded as having
very little wealth. What may seem an economic benefit, such as the township's increased
wealth and property values at the fun of the century, can simultaneously prove burdensome
for many residents who are competing with rising costs and not receiving the same increase
in wealth.
I .2.3 Local History
Histories available for Watauga County tie in local relevance to what other aiithors
claim on a regional level. A very early publication by John Preston Arthur, 4 His/ory a/
Watouga County, North Carolina. With Sketches Of prominent Families. from \9\S, gives
tales of intrigue and discussions of important residents from settlement times to the i910s.]2-
The most notable aspects of Arthur's history are his reflections on the townships ofBlowhg
'2 ]chn Pros;ton Ath:". A History Of watouga Courty. Nond C;arolina. With Sketohes Of prominent Fantlies
(Richmond, VA: Eiveretl Waddey Co.. 1915).
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Rock and Meat Camp, and discussions of influential landowners such as Moses Cone. The
author.s glowing description of 1915 Blowing Rock, compared to passing mentions of Meat
Camp, reveals the impor(ance of the resort towuship in the county. It provides as well an
example of early twentieth cent`ny self-advertisement from a tourist location.
A more recent publication, Michael C. Hardy's 2005 i4 Sfaorf Htsfory qro#
Wa!a«ga Cozt7®ty, is a selfrdescribed "carefully researched short history," not meant as a
scholarly work. L3 It is therefore necessary to keep the author's intentions in mind when
evaluating his information; however, the dctails he is al)le to add to the local history remain
worth noting. As well as providing infomation for hundreds of years of watauga history,
Hardy notes the general lack of literature on certain townships in the county such as Meat
Camp. In fact, Earl W. Greene's history of the Meat Camp Baptist Church from 1851 -1981 is
oneofthefewcompilatiousofwhtteninformationonthetowuship."Awell-researched
source, Greene's work uses and reprints church records including deeds and mecting
minutes, as well as budgct and persomel records. Althouch John Preston Arthur's 1915
history of the courty mentions Meat Camp multiple times, it is typically in passing, as
someone moves out of or throuch the area. Beyond the very dctailed history of the Meat      T
Camp Baptist Church, Stanley South is one of the few authors to offer a historical
interpretation of the township; however, South focuses mainly on the infamous Potter family,
providingmorestereotypesthancommunityhistory.t5
L. Michael C. Hardy, A fhod ffisfny a/Old Fyaaagfga Coitno) Ooone, NC: Parkway Put)lishers, 2005), I.
" W. Eat Greene, Afca/ Gawp Bqpds/ Cfizgrch /6j/-/98/.. A His/ny Ooone, NC: Minor's P`iblishing
ft#e¥in]:3p):ibhicanousisatranscriptionoforiginalsongsandstoriesbyHowhwoodringofMcatcamp,
mostly pertaining to the Potters. See: 4 W7indow info rrmes Gone fry.. 2hAes art Schgr qranscnl>ed and
published by Stanley Soudi: Columbia, SC, 1996).
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In writing on Watauga County history, authors have paid noticeably more attention to
the tourist center of the county, Blowing Rock. Barry M. Buxton published one such work in
\989. ti+tied. A Village Tapestry: The History Of Blowing Rock." AIthouch wTittmi orve[
seventy years after Arthur's history, Buxton also shows particular interest in the town's
wealthy finiLies throuchout his local history. In addition, the author comments on the
Blowing Rock economy and historical shifts, such as new technology in the area. The focus
on economically prominent families, however. reflects how dearly entwined interest in
Blowing Rock continues to be with its history of wealth, originating in its early elite tourism.
In the same manner, the lack of local and regional history interest in Meat Camp echoes the-
contrast of this township's past with that of Blowing Rock. Before direst comparisous
bctween the two townships are made, however, this study will discuss underlying issues,
including the economy and existing land-use patterns in the region and the county.
Another study that touches on Watanga County history is Johnny Grdybeal's six-
volume history of the East Tennessee and Western North Carolina Railroad. t7 All published
in 2001, the particularly relevant volumes include those concerning rail depots and passenger
cars, both of which serviced mainly vacationing and excusion travelers in the area. Graybcal
uses state, county, and company records, as well as correspondence, newspapers, and train
schedules to recreate the routes, history, and experiences of this rail line that entered
Watauga in the 1910s.
Finally, t`ro works published locally in the 1970s give overviews of western North
Canolinahistory. Ore Blackm::uri's W7;esterm North Carolina.. Its Mountains and Its People to
" Batty M. Buxton, [4 PIE/rage rqpestry.- 7ife,Jrrs!ory a/B/ow.ng Jtock ®oone, NC: Appalachian Consortinn
Press,  1989).
]7JohnnyGraybeal,]4/ongchcET&mucQlickery,NC:TatheelPress,2001).
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1880 and lan Van Nap:pen.s Western Nortl. Carolina since tl.e Civil W7;ar both give
summaries of the small region's history noting the importance of tourism.t8 Significantly,
these accounts describe trends, routes, and tourist clientele in the area at the turn of the
century, which will be discussed in more detail in chapter two.
I.2.4 Class Structure
One important aspect of cmafing a historical picture of nineteenth¢entury
Appalachian North Carolina is the class structure. Althouch contentious and overused tens,
I have chosen to use the expressions class and class structures or s)stems in the Appalachian
context to refer to tangivle and long-ten wealth disparities in the region. Not only do
Appalachian historians frequently use the expression "class," but also tax records between
1890 and 1920 report the individuals of Blowing Rock and Meat Carp as having had widely
different levels of wealth that can be grouped consistently over tine.
The idea of class is also one of the most controversial facets ofAppalachian history.
Authors debate the depth of a class system in the mountains over a backdrop of romantic
stereotypes of an egalitarian .tyeoman" faming society. Ifue to widespread twentieth-century
poverty and the influences of outside forces on the region, some authors overlook the internal
class divisions prevalent since the European settlement. The existence of some fom of class
stnicture therefore stands out in contrast to unrealistic notions of a completely egalitarian
"classless" culture.
" Om Blacha+in. Western North Carolina.- Its Mountains and Its Peaple to 1880 Qoone,NC-. Armlas:hian
Coasorfinn\ Pless,197T). i"d lnzi Van Nappen. mestem North Carolina since the Civil mar ®oone, NC..
Appalachian Consorti`m Press, 1973).
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Two distinct modes of writing about Appalachia through a class lens emerge in the
historical literature. One type of such research in nineteenth-century Appalachia provides a
specifro historic analysis of the tine. Many authors, however, display the effects of their own
time by analyzing the region's past in licht of its twentieth-century role in the American
economy. The peTcaption of Appalachia as an economically depressed region into the later
twentieth century inspired many emotive texts on its history that utilize global class theories
such as lmmanuel Wallerstein's Dependency Theory. '9 Cultural revivalism also plays a
major pat in some of these retrospective projections onto Appalachia's past. h working with
the latter group, it can prove difficult to separate politics from research, and such texts are
therefore used more lichtly in this study.
In the more historically based camp, the 1991 work, i4ppr/achl.a# Fro%CI.ere..
Settlement, Society and Development in the Preindustrial Era, edhod by Btobert D. Mitohell.
provides a collection of essays regarding eichtoenth and nineteenth-century preindusthal
Appalachia throuch an interdisciplinary lens.20 These essays make conclusions about the
possible class structure and point to a preindustrial agricultural decline, which eifected the
formation of the later economy. An entry by Paul Salstrom discusses agricultural production,
andMaryBethPudupprovidesarelevantexaminationoflocalelitesandpropertyrelatious.2'
Ihawing regionally towards Watauga County, Blanche Henry Clark, in 7%e
reH«essee yeomen, /8?0-/860, argues that the class system in Tennessee included both a
middle class and a lower yeoman faming class between the stereotypical rich versus poor-
" See Immanuel Wallerstein, 7#e Alnde777 Wow/dLfyl€m OTew York: Acadelnie Press, 1974) for more on this
#goryiertD.Mitohell,ed,4pdechhanFrorfus..SedencrtysowetyandDeve/queutl.»/fepreAVdsfro/
£n#i%:n#yses#%°£[efatuen*hi:9393:|'eiap„tinsouthatenKentueky,1820-1880,"and
Paul Salstrom, .The Agricultural Origins of Eoonomic Dependency, 1840-1880," in ibid.
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white divide.22 Clark's nine-county case study, which uses census schedules, county records,
personal records, and newspapers to describe mid-1800s social and economic structures,
includes figures for two Appalachian counties that are geographically near and similar to
Watauga on the Tennessee-North Carolina border. Although hers is an earlier work,
published in 1942, and deals with an earlier tine period, it does set up a discussion on
existing class and land systems in the specific redon. Clark found the free agricultural
population of the tvs Appalachian counties she studied to be 90 to 99 percent non-
slaveholding. However, within this cohort of white faners she also found a multilayered
system of class consisting of large and small slaveholders, a slave-less "yeoman" class of
farmers with slave aspirations, and `tryoor whites." The author arg`ies that her findings refute
what many perceived to be a sinplified dual<1ass system of extremely wealthy large land
and slave owners versus extremely poor white famers.
Martin Crawford's research on a bordering North Carolina county, Ashe, discusses
the class structure and society in the arcs around the time of the Civil War. The most relevant
seetious of his scholarship deschbe class and race systems before and following the War.23
C"whord's 2col bock. Ashe County's Civil War: Community and Society in the Appalachlan
SowfA, a Ivafz.on Di.whJed provides a portrayal of society and life in war-era Ashe County,
arguing notably that slave ownership did exist. According to the author, a lower class of
yeomen farmers, while still dedicated to the slave system, worked on a smaller scale with no
slaves. The main sources used in this research come from a base of tax lists, county records,
22 Blanche Heny CLariL 7Hc remessee yconen, /8¢0-/860 Q!ashville, Temessee: Vinderbilt University Press.
'n94ELonwhond.Ashecounty.scivtl"ar.cormunityndsaciety.ntheAppaLachiansouhANation
DJ.vided (CharlottesviLle: University Press of virginia. 2001 ), and `Tolitical Society in a Southeln Mountain
Community: Ashe County, North Carolina, 1850-1861" life /our.za/ a/Southa J7islory 55, 3 (Angust 1989):
373-390.
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and memoirs. In "Political Society in a Southern Mountain Community: Ashe County, North
Carolina, 1850-1861," published in 1989, Crawford argues that the elite of Ashe county-
those who were economically prominent and successful consistently from the earliest days of
the county-were politically integrated within the state and redon. He illustrates this theory
via the process throuch which the county shifted allegiances before the Civil War.
Fina,lly. Wi+:rria Dunoway.s The First American Frontier: Transition to Capitalism in
Soz{ffeer# .4ppr/ach!.a.  / 700-/860 states that Appalachian integration into global capitalism
began with the European exploration, and scon became tied to land.24 Althouch clearly
marking her place within the politically-fueled cluster of historians, this argument contradicts
a major assumption in much of twentieth-century thought on Appalachia: that later poverty in
the region was due to earlier isolation and a lack of economic integration.
As this work opens with the earliest white settlements, it sets up a new picture of the
region's existing "class" fianewock. The author argues for very early land speculation and
centralized, privatized absentee ownership facilitated by state and local policies. To support
her claims, Dunaway cites numerous family papers and manuscript sources from eicht states,
federal census reports on agriculture, manufacture, families, mortality, and Native Americans
from 1811  to 1910, among other sources.
In an example of her documentation, the author tracks al)sentee ownership by
correlating county tax records with local histories. If it were not for her extensive referencing
and research, one micht regard the chosen framework of global capitalism as overly
2twitrmL+D`moway.TheFirstAmericanFronlier:TransiliontoCapitalisminSouthemAL)palachia,1700-
/660 (Chapel Hill: University ofNoth Carolilia Press, 1996).
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dramatic. However Dunaway's arguments remain useful because she is able to ground her
claims on early land use in Appalachia in details including major owners and typical prices.25
Dunaway's work also transitions into the next group of authors, who often write
throuch a twentieth-century activist lens. These tend to use world-systems theory or other
models of stunted economic development, as Dunaway does to struct`me her arguments. The
authors attempt to project backwards onto the history of the region.s economic development
to ascertain at which point things went `wlong," leaving the rerion economically behind.
These works can make compelling arguments as long as they reflect valid historic research,
as Dunaway's does. However, they typically rely on a victimizing approach that categorizes
the entire region as a single conflated class. They furthemore tend to overlook insider
influence on the Appalachian economy by focusing their attention on powerful outsiders as
the primary actors in the region's history.
Palul Sdrfror".s Appalachia's Path to Dependency: Rethinking a Region's Economic
J7isfory, / 7jo-/940, published in 1994, serves as an exaniple of this type of study, as it
argues that Appalachia shifted from a self-sufficient to dependent region from 1840 to 1940
due to its fom of industry, which was characterized by a lack of internal capital.26  Salstrom
uses agricultural and industrial statistics, possibly from census schedules, as well as wage
rates to suppor( his argument, but presents Appalachia as a singular class, thereby
simplifyng the rerion's interior divisions of wealth.
Colonialism in Modern America: The Appalachian Case, an even caINice weds edi!tod
by Helen Matthews Lewis in 1978, again depicts Appalachia as a `beripheral" rerion, with a
25 For these examples, see tat.les in ibid., 63 and footnotes, 67.
26PaulS8ihaon.-Appalachia.sPalhtobependency.-Reth-inkingaRegion.sEconomicHistory.I730-1940
(I.exington: University P[ess of Kentucky,1994).
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collection of essays supporting this vision. 27  These include an article by Ronald Eller, author
Of Miners, Millhands. and Mountaineers: Industrialization Of the Appalachian South,1880-
/9jo.28 While argLiing the.t the 1880s industrialization deeply affected mountain economy
and life, his description of preindustrial life in the region emphasizes the idea of a classless
yeoman society without Providing supportive evidence, which he does much more
thorouchly with his material on the industrial era. Many of his arguments contradict
Dunaway, especially those concerning patterns of ownership of small family famland in
preindustrial Appalachia, again in that they portray the society as completely egalitarian.
Lastly, a comprehensive work published in 2000 by Dwicht 8. BilLings and Kathleen
M. ilhe, The Road lo Poverty.. The Making Of Wealth and Hardship in Appalachia, is al
modem revision of an older form of activist economic research. 29 This look at an
Appalachian history of development depends on neither "Culture of Poverty' nor
"Dependency Thcory" models in describing Appalachian economy, politics, and culture.
Deeply involved with the use of theory, the authors focus on a case study of clay County,
Kentucky. The main relevance however lies in its conclusions, which support the arg`ments
of many of the previous authors on land ownership and stereotyping of the region while
investigating the early capitalist market. In regards to land use, they argue that nineteenth-
century Appalachia had resident landowners, absentee landowners, and landless residents.  In
27 Helen Matthews Lewis, ed., Co/owia/ism i-" Modem Amerha.. 77!e 4zzpalachfo» Case ®oone, NC:
REdhig::I:=,°#::rs?r#H7i9£),-edHanfdrfueers..7rfu!ndctzono"he4pal.qcAdr»Soutm8th
£93°#t°EvnL]inug¥,VirsdrtyKa°iT:t=L:g9£2c)rioed,opoverty.7"nd-„go"aliAandJ7rdAI.pf.n
4ppa/acAdr (C8inbridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000).
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this way, Billings and Blee, as opposed to some previous authors, do refer to the region as
"economically diverse.' in the nineteenth century, not as a single colonized class.30
1.2.5 hand Use and Ownership
Due to the continued modem popularity of southern Appalachia as a tourist
destination and second home location, the Last thirty years have seen an explosion of studies
on these forces. effects on local communities. Multiple studies have focused on Watauga
County itself, as it beeame increasincty popular to resort development. Althouch the majority
of this research was conducted and published in the 1970s, some patterns can be traced back
to the earliest centers of tourism. Obviously scholarship cannot generalize across the decades
too boldly. However, the quantitative suppolt availchle to later twendeth-century studies
makes them worth note. The most well-doc`mented of these provide evidence for their
arguments on the effects of tourism to a degree that authors on the nineteenth and carly
twentieth century often cannot.
One of the most influential studies of land use in Appalachia, conducted by the
Appalachian Land Ownership Task Force throuchout the 1970s, investigated industrial and
absentee land ownership across the region.3] The overview of this six-state study supplies
data and analysis regarding Land use trends. For Western North Carolina, tourism, as opposed
to coal mining, proved a major influential force in land use and values. This is an extremely
well documented study, for example providing percentages of land ownership and tax
contribution by public, private, and industrial owners on the state and even county level in
::F±d.#-cularlyAppalachianLandounershipTaskForee,Zandowners^dypzaras-yo/.„..IVorfhcaro/Zna
(ALOTF. 1980). Also. anthers compiled the results of this multi-volime st`idy into a single book, F7ho Ores
4ppa/dehfa.7 Jndow77ersA.P and ds /mpac/ (Lexington. KY: University Press of Kentucky. 1983).
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some instances. The task force compiled extensive demographic and economic data for the
Appalachian states, with each covered by its own volume.
Planning experts showed a particular interest in the effects of resort development
during this surge of resealch. Studies by the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Department of City and Regional Planning and even by the Amedcan Society of Plarming
Officials also focus on second homes and resort development within local economies.32 Both
of these are detailed explorations that cover effects ranging from land use, ownership, taxes,
and public services to the environment and water quality.
Additional studies include the North Carolina Public Interest Research Group raporL
The Impact Of Recreatioral Development: A Stud:y Of Land Ownership. Reereational
Deve/apmenf, and Jirnd, published in 1975.33 Independent authors John Gaventa, Robin
Gottfued, and Anita Parlow all published further such analyses that weich the economic
contributions of a tourist-based market against its social, environmental, and particularly
financial burdens.34 Each of these examinations provides quantitative or qualitative details to
the overall picture of tourism's difficult economic balance in Southern Appalachia.
32David R. Godschalk. Francis H. Palker and Charles E. Roe, eds. £ra»d Dove/opme»f fu che JVo/th Ckro/I.na
Mo«»jai.us.- Jmprct and Po/£gi I-p ,4vcty and Wrlz&az.gr Gown/z-es (UNC{H Depar(meat of City and Regional   -
Planning, 1975). and American Society of planning Officials, Sl.bdfriding Jt«rt7/ i4merz.ca-Jmpacts a/
Jtccrea/I.our/ £ol aind Second Home DeticfopmenS (Washington, DC: United States Government Print, 1976).
3.NortliCarohinaPhohofuteres\Researfu6co;ap,Thelmir;acLOfRecreationalDevelopmei.i:AStwdyOflnnd
gY:#`f+£:re#`:°pr:;ftDro%edfmroenm`;#Z#fit:ui€¥ppNalcinN:ap£G,';9s7o5«);has,quahoqwiseusm
Land Tenure Center, University of wisconsin-Madison. 1995); Robin Gottffied, .Observations on Recreation-
Led Grouch in Appalachia" 4m€rica» Ecoromis/ 21 (Spring 1977): 44-50; and Anita Parlow, 7He Iced
Deve(opment Rag: The Impact Of Resort Developmenl or. Two Appalachiarl Counties. Wataiiga and Avery in
IVonA Care/z'«a (Knoxville. TN: Southern Appalachian Ministry in Higher Education, 1976).
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1 .3 Methodology
I.3. I  Primay Rescarch
The objective of this research is to discern whether the early tourist industry in
Blowing Rock, North Carolina, caused an increase in land prices in the township between
1890 and 1920. I began by consulting regional and local histories to ascertain the emergence
and nature of substantial tourism in Blowing Rock. For this township, the early appearance of
tourism meant that seasonal visitors were among the wealthiest individuals in their region as
well as the nation, spent long periods each year vacationing, and often boucht second homes
in the area.
Primary sources, consisting mainly of county tax recolds but including census
records and schedules, provided the most relevant infomation for the years between 1 890
and 1920. I chose the township of Meat Camp, also in Watauga County, as a comparison
with Blowing Rock. Meat Camp is on the other end of the county from Blowing Rock, and
did not experience the intense seasonal tourist interest seen in the latter township between
1890 and 1920. Census recolds reported over 90 percent of families on farms in Meat Camp
between 1880 and 1920, while Blowing Rock's rates fell from 90 percent in 1880 to 65
percent by 1920. Population figtlres were slichtly hither for Meat Camp than Blowing Rock
during this time period. Both townships recorded a similar number of taxed residents
throuchout these years however, ercating a good basis for comparison.
From the tax scrolls and lists, I took a random sampling of 25 percent of the listed
taxed residents from both Blowing Rock and Meat Camp township records, using the best
available data for the years bchveen 1890 and 1920 in approxinately five-year increments.
From the samples, I crated totals and averages from individual listings. This involved noting
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the amount and value of land owned by each person as well as their total wealth, referred to
in the recolds as aggregate value. I also recorded the aggregate value fig`nes separately in
groups of minimal, low, mediuqu and hick wealth to create percentages of income divisions
within townships. I also noted the number of landowners in each sample to create
percentages of landlessness.
I then compiled the available land values, individual wealth estimates, and population
data fi.om these records into the tables that follow in subsequent chapters. Tables and figi)res
regarding land values and ownership, or individual, township, and county wealth, were
compiled from Watauga County tax scrolls or tax lists, depending on which contained more
detail in a given year. The tax scrolls and lists for Watauga County during these years are not
fundamentally different. but vary from year to year in which provides more dctail on
individual property ownership and wealth. I gained population data from census reeords,
voting data recorded by tax officials, or secondary sources. With these tables I was able to
establish average land value amounts and rates of increase for both townships, as well as
infomation on individual, township, and county wealth for many of the years between 1890
and 1920.
I.3 .2 Issues in Primary Research
Careful analysis of the validity of a prinary source adds necessary depth to any
historical argument. In this case, the primary use of government documents in the study of
land value has both benefits and pitfalls. Although most literature on the use of government
documents in historical research focuses on federal census data, the tax scrolls and lists used
heavily in this study share much with the fomer type of source. Problems such as
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undemumeration and human error as outlined by other scholars certainly need to be taken
into consideration.
Kermeth Winkle published two studies on the use of united States census data with
articles published in 1991 and 1994, `The U.S. Census as a Source in Political History," and
"The United States Census and Community History," respectively.35  In these, he compares
the use of the census for political versus social history, finding it much more beneficial to the
latter.
Along with authors Jeremy Atak and Fred Bateman. Winkle emphasizes the
importance of using census manuscripts over published Census data.36 In the case of the
Watauga County tax scrolls, handwritten manuscripts were in fact available. This meant that
alltheoriginalinformationwasaccessible,asopposedtothe'summariesorshortened
versions that are somctimes published. Althouch handwriting and wear can slow research,
the benefits of the first hand documents outweich the convenience of printed versions. In the
case of the Watauga County censuses for 1890 to 1920, for example, there were indeed
published versions available, but these omitted the most relevant infomation found in the
originals, that relating to the number of farins.
Historians such as Donald Parkerson have published articles on common inaccuracies
in federal census data in the United States.37 Undemuneration in particular arises as an issue
in research and analysis, possibly causing authors to come to skeved conclusions in`~areas
such as population and migration. Richard I. Savage's 1982 article "Who Counts?" also
35Kenneth J. Winkle. "The U.S. Cens`is as a Source in Political History." £oedai/ S{ede»ce History 15, 4 (Winter.
1991): 565-577. and `The United States Census and Community Histor)r' 7*e JJislory rcacAcr 28, I_
gr,°=FA:9:4ali8F7i°i.atemaD.Nineteendrintryu.s.industrialDevelopmeutthoughtheEyesofthe
Census of ManLifactiires." Htstorica/ Afejhods 32. 4 a:all 1999):  177-188.
"DonaldH.Parkerson.`CommentsontheUndem]merationoftheU.S.Census.1850-188arSbeja/Jsdel.ce
ffisfory  15, 4 Ovinter 1991 ): 509-515.
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discusses undernumeration in the United States census from 1790, when the census was
instituted as a "constitutional requirement.'d8  While covering this long history of the census,
Savage informs on the apeeifics of undemumeration during different eras.
The federal census taken in 1850 was the first to enumerate on the individual level, as
opposed to counting families. In this way, 1850 saw the first `inodem" censL]s in the United
States. The noted individuals, however, did not include slaves, free Affican Americans or
Native Americans. Six statistical schedules were taken along with this census, covering
topics such as death, society, and agriculture.39 Between the multiple studies done on the
nineteenth-century censuses, scholars have found significant undem`meration of the
population. Authors such as Winkle have concluded on a general 10 percent rate of
undemumeration for such sources.4°
Numeration issues become more drastic for Afiiean American and immigrant
populatious. According to Richard Steckel, inconsistent changes in the laporfed Afiiean
American population throuch the years 1850 to 1890 point to inconect numeration, also
exacerbated by changing racial definitions.4] h `The Quality of census Data for Historical
Inquiry: A Research Agenda," published in 1991, Steekel supports the previous authors with
his thesis warning lesearchers to be cautious of the possibility of error in census data when
using it for historical arguments.42 The author lists the findings of multiple case studies,
" Richard Savage, `1h/ho Counts?" ZHe Ameirfurl flAalisffodrn 36, 3 (August 1982):  195-200.
39 Ibid-
4:yo:::¥th¥.:ftr=usanasdas=S°jalTff£::t;ti=CalialHfto£L?o5:3iuritedsfateshistory,seepcter
•YRqujcE#5#k#,€#:##&OrDOwanYfi:rkripfg+e.£AR_hAgendapsndsdre
fJis/ory 15, 4 (Winter 1991 ): 579-599. See also Steven Ruggles and S`isan Bror[/er, `"easurenent of Household
and Family Composition in the United States, 1850-2un" Papndndon and Deve/apmenf Jteviet./ 29, I (Marsh
2003): 73-101, wliich focuses on the effect of approaches to Census reporting on the analysis of family stafistic§
Such as living alTangements in historical researfu
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which cross-referenced individuals in different types of sources, such as tax digests, and
found 6 to 35 percent rates of discrepancy in numeration, depending on area.43 From looking
over the previous research, Steckel settled on a figure of I 5 percent for adults who went
uncounted in mid-nineteenth-century censuses, with a striking 35 peroent top estimate. Both
census and tax records in Watauga County list non-white proms, from slaves and residents
in 1850 to land owners in later years. It is inportant to keep in mind, therefore, that the
numchcal reflections of this population are probably consistently low.
Human error can also be an issue with census and tax records. It is nearly impossible
to know if an official reached all residents in an area, or correctly reported the amount and
value of their property. One approach to undernuneration and human error issues is to
project sophisticated adjustments onto the figures to represent more accurate infomation.
However, I have chosen to use the records' figLires directly because they do seem to create
reliable patterns even if the numbers themselves may be low.
Despite all the possible pitfalls, institutional data such as census and tax records make
a generally reliable source if the resercher also acknowledges the linitatious. Being
standardized, nationally universal, and published at mostly regular intervals, while also
accounting for factors on an individual level, tax and census records have proved a great
asset in county research. Through cross-referencing availal]le sources, and using as many
different types of primary sources as were relevant, this study has attelnpted to counter the
severity of skewed information. Tax scrolls and tax lists comprised the t`ro main sources,
43Notable,althoughnotco|Ipletelyrelevant,isSteckel.8xportthatindie1840oens`Is,memost
controversial result was the incledfole niitpber of northern but not southern blacles who ttrere reported as
lunatics." 583.
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while census material, among other sources, and confirmation in the secondary literature
provided support.
1.4 Conclusion
I argue that the early rise of tourism in Blowing Rock initiated an increase in land
values in that township at a hither rate than comparable areas in the same county between
1890 and 1920. Furthemore, deapite increased wealth and possible tax revenues gained
throuch this industry, some Blowing Rock residents did not experience an augmentation of
their own wealth althouch they equally shared the costs of rising land prices.
Using the methodology outlined above I will discuss tourism's effect on land costs in
Watauga County. The quantitative data is overlaid onto themes in the literature on
Appalachian history, including class and industry. While local and regional histories describe
the nature and degree of Blowing Rock's tourist wcalth. rising prices in the township's tax
records suppor( many authors' clains regarding tourism's effects on local economies, and on
land value in particular.
My main goal in this study is to bring quantitative analysis to the existing debate in
Appalachian history surrounding the effects of tourism on land values in communities. I find
this research to be cunently relevant in Watauga County and similar areas of Southern
Appalachia, as land prices soar above median incomes. I do not intend to comment on
possible current trends in this study however, but to trace them back to their origins throuch
the example of Blowing Rock, where tourism became well established by the second half of
the nineteenth century.
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2. ToUR[SM IN WrESTERN NORTH CAROLINA HISTORY
2.1  Intrnduction
ln the United States, both wealth hiemrchies and seasonal tourist patterns were well
established by the 1860s and continued, althouch altered, after the Civil War into the
twentieth cent`ny. In the period preceding the automobile, wealth and tourism also
conelated, as seasonal retreats were feasible only for the extremely affluent. Therefore, resort
destinations that were favored before the Civil War were founded by a clientele with
extremely high individual wealth compared to any community average. The particular history
of tourism in Southern Appalachia interacted with the region's existing class structure and
land use patt-.
2.2 Class in Appalachia
2.2.1 Antebellum Class Stnicture via Land Ownership
A relevant diapute within Appalachian history over the past fifty years regards the
existence or fom of a class system in the niainly rural region. While popular in)th and some
scholars idealize early agricultural Appalachia as a classless faming society of general
equality, immune even from the national slave system, many others argue that elites, class,
and slavery have all been part of the region's makeup, possibly from as cal'ly on as white
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settlement. These class structures also influenced land use at the time and became the basis
for land use patterns in future years.
Wilma Dunaway argues for the earliest onsct of uneven land use patterns in the
region, stating that land restructuring after the 1838 Cherokee removal worked very much
against not only Native Americans but also small landowners. "By structuring parcel
requirements and prices so that only infchor acreage was within reach of poorer settlers, state
land policies favored large speculators. In addition, absentee buyers circumvented residency
requirements by hiring local agents..A4 It is also worth noting that the use of local agents
points to a strong "insider" influence in facilitating absentee ownership in the region. Authors
Karl 8. Raitz and Richard Ulack agree with this version of Appalachian scttlement, argiiing
that due to overlapping and inconsistent surveying practices in the rerion, fan settlers were
reluctant to move to the mountains in the eighteenth century, as titles and boundaries were
unsure. Instead, absentee owners controlled much of the land.45
A possible concentration of speculative and absentee ownership did not mean that the
Southern Appalachians became vacantly unsettled, however. As Appalachian historian
Donald Davis points out, by the opening of the 1800s, the relatively cheap price of land and
growing population density at this tine in other parts of the East led settlers to every comer
of the mountains. Not as isolated or under-populated as typically thoucht, Davis argues that
originally most occupants owned one hundred to three hundred acres; residents also founded
Southern Appalachia's early cities at this time, including Asheville, Knoxville, and
Chattanooga.46
4:_Du"oway.TheFirstAnericanFronker,12.
45RaitzandUlack,4zpaAaichja..4Jzegforty/Gcograpky,94.
46 Da;tis. Where The;; Are Mountain:, \25.
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Local historian Martin Crawford does not suggest speculation, but a system in which
an early landed elite formed in the Watauga County area. His description of Western North
Carolina states that the landholding upper class owned better quality land. The wealthiest
families in neighboring Ashe County, according to Crawford, were the long-standing ones
who had claimed land along the New River. On slavery; the author maintains that althouch
the county did not have plantations, large landholders did own slaves. Furthermore, he states,
"What did develop was a yeoman farming society that nonetheless exhibited cousideral)le
disparitiesinwealthholdingandproductiveattairment.'"7
Mary Beth Pudup affirms that local elites emerged by the 1870s in Kentucky throuch
politics and owning better quality land.48 Crawford makes an identical assertion in his
description of Ashe County. However, the latter author puts the development of an elite class
much earlier; he argues that upper class families were entrenched in their land soundly before
the Civil War. This implies that a wealthy class with an upper hand in politics and
landholding hnd firmly developed by the era in question in this research. Pudup further
argues that a merchant-professional class, developed in county scats, did indeed own slaves
unlike most famers. Accolding to the author, this class, exerting the "insider" influence
mentioned earlier, would become the leaders of industrial development in the region.
Some of those taxed in Watauga County did own mush more land than others.
Speculative bu)ring and ownership of better quality land are difficult I)pes of land use to
discern definitively from tax records alone, however. Therefore, I do not push either of these
clailns as central to my argument in this study. They serve simply as examples of possible
early land-use patterns linked also to class distinctions in the region.
" Crawford. .4sfe Gownor 's Civrf War. 18.
4€Pudup,.SocialClassandEconomicDevelopmentinSoutheastemKentu;ky,1820-1880."
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2.2.2 Slavery and Class Systems
One aspect that contradicts the idea of an "egalitarian" yeoman society in the
mountains is the practice of slavery. Despite the common misperception that slavery
accompanied only large plantations, support and observance of the system was in place in
mountain counties as well. This alone complicates and negates the simplistic version of a
class-free antebellum Appalachia.
Writing in the 1940s, Blanche Henry Clank provides detailed case studies that support
such arguments on class systems in Appalachia. Two out of the nine coundes ofTennessee
that Clark studied, Greene and Johnson, were geographically and agriculturally equivalent to
Appalachian counties in Western North Carolina. Throuch census schedules and county and
state records, Clark decided that the Termessee class system leading into the Civil War not
only consisted of rich whites, very poor whites, and slaves, but included two further tiers of
white farmers in the economic hierarchy. She identifies these as a `iniddle-class" of small
far[ners with slaves, and a .tyeoman" class of famers who did not own slaves.49
Althouch she found that the two Appalachian counties consisted of 90 to 99 percent
non-slave owners, a middle class with some slaves and a yeoman class of farmers without
slaves still existed between the extremes of rich white and poor. This offers a much more
complicated version of class in the region, and further suggests that class was tied to land.
Clank cites difficulties in placing many landless famers into a class, due to inconsistencies  -
between the federal census and schedules, but nonetheless ascertains that 60 percent of
farmers in East Tennessee owned their own land between 1850 and 1860.50 This notal]1y
lcaves up to 40 percent landless in the two Appalachian counties. Finally, the author finds no
49 Clank, rz!c renmessee rcome", xvii.
50 Ibid-. 27-
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evidence to suggest that those with large tracts pushed out small landholders, althouch she
concedes that it is hard to know if the large lands were centered in better quality ground.
Carter Woodson, writing in B/acts z.» i4ppahachrd, agrees that most white residents of
Western North Carolina were indoctrinated into slavery system, while a small minority
sought abolition of the practice.5] Althouch he argues that these small holds ofmanunission
activists managed some influence during 1820s, the majority of the white population seemed
to have suppor(ed the slavery system, despite the fact that only a small minority of this g[oup
actually ouned slaves.
According to John C. Inscoe, slavery continued with little thoucht to its possible
demise in Western North Carolina even during the Civil War. Noting the deaths of four
major slaveholders in the region, including one in Ashe County, Inscoe states: "Yet if the war
took an unusually heavy toll on the mountaius' slaveholders, the institution itself suffered
remarkably little in that particular retion. . .Among the more striking and unexplored aspects
of that experience is the continued stability and profitability of slavery for most of the war's
duration."52WhilediscussingslaveryandthewareconomyinNorthCarolina'sAppalachian
region, he asserts that 10 percent of Appalachian North Carolina's population owned
slaves.53 Interestintly. he adds that the typical Western North Carolinian slaveholder was not
a rural elite but a town-based non-agricultural professional, and quotes a Frederick Law
Olmsted observation from 1854 in support. Finally, second-home owners reappear in this
5'Carter G. Wbodson, .Freedom and Slaver)r' in William H. Tuner, and Edward J. Cabbeu, eds., Bheds in
fp,PoaiaccAha£=#onLT=h=UMm£:tyaspiesrfif£=fu#=)d.3fuprofitabhityofslavtryinwestm
North Carolina,1861{5" S/aver); and46o/I./fox 16,I (April 1995): 86.
5} Ibid.
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discussion, as lowlanders with summer homes in the mountains flocked to the area during the
war to avoid its destruction and disruption.
Census information for Watauga County does in fact show eichty-four slaves and
twenty-nine non-white residents alongside the 1850 white population of 3,358.54 I+oral
historian Hardy provides an even hither estimate than census records, asserting that the
county had 129 slaves in 1850, and 104 a decade Later, comprising 2.1 percent of the
Watauga County population. According to the author, "Watauga County, on the eve of the
American Civil War, had an energetic, complex, and maturing society in which slavery was a
modest but basic component."55 Inconsistencies and undemumeration inherent in these early
censuses make it likely in fact that more slaves and non-white citizens resided in the county
than listed.
By 1888, Afiiean Americans appcar in tax records for Blowing Rock and Mcat
Camp, and at least thirty-nine of these individuals were registered to vote in Watauga
County. Those registered were subjected to the poll tax of $2.30 at that time. As noted
earlier, this figure is probably 10 percent lower than the actual number. It is also reasonable
to assume that the population was at least three times greater than the number of voters since
children and women were ineligible to vote. In North Carolina in general, Yasuko Shinoda
found an approximate thirty thousand free African Americans in 1860, about 4 percent of the
total population, by searching unpublished census schedules. 56
54SeeAppendixGforslaveandwhitepopulationtnaps,andAppendixHforpopulationtablesofAfucan
Americans in Watauga County.
:¥:d±:AsS±°##Zis°/ftdsz:s"£aN#£6inini86o..(Thesis,urivusityofNwhcarolinaat
Chapel Hill,  1971 ).
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2.2.3 Class Structure Post-Civil War
Moving towards the time period in question in this thesis, Martin Crawford notes
major post-war shifts in the county. Althouch people continued to clear land for fining,
agricultural production decreased due to shortages of both labor and cash. while the
population increased greatly from 1870 to 1890. Furthermore, the numbers of households
headed by females tripled, probably due to the extensive loss of male life experienced during
the war. Althouch in tourism the bulk of influence shifted away from Southern elites during
this time period, Crawford argues that families wealthy before the war maintained their hich
status in the years that followed.
Ronald Eller implies-in both his book and an earlier essay published in Helen
Mz\thows l.owis. Colonialism in Modern America.. the A|}palachian Caserfuat €ow
economic differences existed in Appalachia until the class hierarohies of industrialization
came to the region between 1880 and 1930. This ignores the possibility discussed earlier that
some individuals owned concentrations of the best quality land throuchout the region, while
absentee owners controlled many large tracts as well. These land-use patterns reflect the
early wcalth or "class" divisions during the nineteenth century and do not fit with the idea of
a completely egalitarian society of small faners. Dunaway, among other authors as noted,
argues that elites, and therefore class differentiation, emerged from the very onset of white
settlement to the area.
In her research, Dumway found the institutions of privatized land and absentee
ownership in practice from at least the 1800s. Shockingly, she states that during that century,
absentee ownership accounted for 75 percent of owned land in Appalachian counties,
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according to county tax lists.57 She supports this clain with her rougivly 20 percent sampling
of households listed in land records for Appalachian counties in eicht states. The figures for
Appalachian counties in North Carolina indicate a lower rate of 43 peroent absentee
ownership. Dunaway also cites a 40 percent rate of landlessness in Appalachian North
Carolinian counties among "agricultural households," which supports Clark' s findings in
Tennessee. It is notable that the landless account for two-fifths of the agrz.czf/f"rtz/
households, revealing a somewhat paradoxical nature of land use in the region.
From the al]ove authors, a consensus arises that althouch slavery was not prevalent in
Appalachian communities, some landholders did indeed own slaves, and there seemed to be
general support for the slavery system. Beyond this dichotomous class system, however,
people with various levels of economic support famed, some with land and others without.
Therefore it is safe to argue that class differences did exist in Appalachian communities, even
within the agricultural sector, and that these wealth discrepancies continued beyond the war
into the industrial period. This class structure was also connected to property, seen throuch
speculation and absentee ownership, as well as the local elites who held large tracts of the
best quality land.
Primary sources suggest that at the least, class division, if not a class system, existed
in Watauga County by the tLm of the nineteenth century. As noted, census data shows free
Afucan Americans and slaves before the Civil War. After the war, tax records show
registered non-white voters, some with property, and others without. ALso notable, Crawford
argues that by 1867 Afriean Americans accounted for approxinately 6 percent of reSstered
ST D`unway. The First American Frontier, S6.
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voters in neichboring Ashe County.58 All regivered voters. white or black, were subjected to
a poll tax of $2.30 by 1890, increasing to $2.85 by 1918. This was regardless of the wealth
held by the individual; many men taxed as such were marked as owning zero dollars in
wealth, including land. Women were also taxed if they had any wealth to their name. Some
of the wealthiest individuals listed in tax records were women, in fact, such as Lindsey
Patterson in Meat Camp and the widow Mrs. Moses H. Cone in Blowing Rock, who at one
time was attributed with over seventy thousand dollars. This sum is more than the aniounts
with which records listed major hotels and development companies in the area.
The following tat.les I and 2, compiled for this study from tax infomation for
Watauga County throuch the years 1890 to 1920. focus on individual total wealth. h this
period, total wealth was calculated for each taxed person to determine the total amount to be
taxed. Items taken into consideration for individual wealth include the ownership of any land,
livestock, fan implements, household materials, persoml items, and cash Each item is
given an approximate valuexpresulnably by the tax official-and the total value of all listed
objects comprises the individual's wealth, titled ``aggregate value." Most taxes are then
computed as a percentage of this amount. The great dctail of the tax forms, itemized down to
individual pieces ofjewelry, does not leave much room for alternative forms of maintaining
extraincome.59Thedetailednatureofthesefomssuggeststhatapersonlistedwithalow
aggregate value truly did not own much wealth. In the 1890 to 1920 records, many
individuals are listed with al)solutely no wealth, while others have thousands of dollars. In
table 1, all figures were calculated from a 25 percent sampling of each township. Figures in
table 2 show the typical included in-sample, and total township range of wealth for each,
58 Crawford, 4chc Cow#ty .s CI.vi-/ War,  170.
59 See Appendix I for an example of the tan scrolls `)sod.
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listed in tax information as "Aggregate Value." The in-sample and township ranges are
necessary because although I sampled the to\unships randomly from the records, I did
exclude the few individuals or companies who would skew results due to extremely hick
wealth. The township values therefore show the low and hick wealth for each year regardless
of whether it was included in the sampling. The in-sample figures represent the vast majority.
In both tables, "BR" denotes Blowing Rock, and "MC" denotes Meat Camp; both also
include white and non-white wealth even when tax officials recorded these groups separately.
Table 1. Percentages of Tamed Individuals in Categories of Aggregate Value,
1890-1918
1890 1895 1899 1910 19|S 1918
BR MC BR MC BR MC BR MC BR MC BR MC
Wealth
$ 0-10 8.3 8.3 10.0 12.3 19.0 11.7 6.1 0.0 8.9 2.7 1.2 1.3
S 11-loo 37-5 16.7 31.7 22.8 27.0 23.3 22.7 29.0 16.7 22.7 17.9 15.4
S 101-1'000 41.7 72.9 48.3 57.9 46.0 56.7 54.5 58.0 52.2 64.0 59.5 66.7
Over SI.000 8.3 2.I 10.0 7.0 8.0 8.3 16.7 13.0 22.2 10.7 21.4 16.6
Median$11-I.000 79.2. 89.6 80.0 80.7 73.0 80.0 77.2 87.0 68.9 86.7 77.4 82.1
Mean (S) 373 296 409 389 474 394 748 559 946 634 684 708
Table I, showing the percentage of taxed population in cach aggregate value group,
allows an analysis of wealth disparity by dividing individuals of the township into apedfic
wealth brackets. In 1890, for example, 8.3 percent of the taxed population of both Blowing
Rock and Meat Camp were reported to own no more than ten dollars of wealth in land,
goods, or money. The percentage at the median reflects the level of wealth disparity: a
smaller percentage within the median range denotes a larger percentage at both extremes of
wealth. Blowing Rock therefore shows a slichtly, but consistently, larger disparity of wealth
among taxed citizens. Both townships do show a distinct stratification based on wealth, as an
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average 7.5 percent of the population own less than ten dollars, while rouchly 12 percent
owned over one thousand dollars throuchout the years studied. Since this "aggregate value"
included land, cattle, farm equipment, household and personal objects, as well as cash,
having no wealth to one's nanie represented not only being landless, but also owning
virtually nothing. It further higivlichts the limiting nature of the poll tax, at $2.30 during most
of this time, as many of those eligivle to vote were listed with zero dollars to their names.
Between 1890 and 1918, the township of Blowing Rock had overall 33.4 percent
more of its population with accumulated wealth over one thousand dollars than the residents
of Meat Camp. It also had 32 percent more of its population with the very least wealth, zero
to ten dollars. This shows a marked difference, not only in total wealth-as can be seen in
table 2 that follows-but also in disparity of wealth among the population of the township
with strong tourist influence. This data additionally brings into question the economic
benefits of tourism in a community.   `
Table 2. Range of Individual Aggregate Values,
Blowing Rock and Meat Camp, 1890-1920
Range (S 1890 1895 1899 1910 1915 1918 1920
BR It,-Sample 3,670 4,000 7,964 4'305 7.300 5,625 6,185
Township 3.670 11,530 10,080 24,912 70'017 72.295 40,925
MC Insaml,le 3.500 2J69 2,243 2,976 7,loo 5,147 -
TOwn§hip 4,590 4,880 2,243 7,600 11,727 6.625 -
Note: Comparable records for Meat Camp in 1920 were unavailal)le, The low for all ranges is $0.00, except for
Meat Camp in 1918, for which the low is $5.00.
Table 2, derived from sampling tax scrolls and tax lists, shows the typical range of
aggregate value for the population of Meat Camp War)ring from 28 to 97 pelcent of Blowing
Rock's wealth. Since these figures are from the saniples thmselves, they are not relichle
averages, but do convey the consistently lower wealth accumulation of individuals in Meat
Camp. The township ranges show the extremes of wealth in Blowing Rock and Meat Camp,
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with the fomer unfailingly attracting much more wealthy residents. Companies and
individuals such as the Watauga Hotel Company and Mrs. Moses Cone proved to be extreme
outliers in wealth, and were therefore omitted from sampling and included only in the total
township range. Showing the extreme hicks, the township ranges allow a more detailed
analysis of wealth disparity within and among townships. The in-sample ranges therefore
give an idea of the lows and highs of wealth owned by the majority of the township
population.
The relevance of the state of economic and .class stnrotures in Western North Carolina
leading up to the era in question lies in its creation of a much more complex picture of
historical developments in the area. These structures formed the framework of growth in
Watauga County in the later period under consideration from 1890 to 1920. This backdrop of
class difference also infomed developments in relations in land use. Class interacted with
tourism and its effects on Blowing Rock and Southern Appalachia in general, and on land use
and property value in particular.
2.3 Tourism in Western North Carolina
2.3.I AntebellumTourism      -.
Althouch white settlers cane to Western North Carolina as early as the 1790s, poor
road conditions and interactions with Native Americans provided sufficient drawbacks to
recreational travel to the area in the carly nineteenth century.60 However, the 1800s would
see substantial changes in both. According to C. Brenden Martin, the forced relocation of
Native Amchcans and road improvements encouraged the improvement of tourist-oriented
cOSa\mes,CreatingLheIA2ndOftheSky.aswenasCtryte\1o"anfn.Tourism.intheMountainSouth.bofb
discuss these factors as hindlances to early nineteenthcentL]ry travel in the region.
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lodgivgs in the area and brougiv wealthy seasonal visitors.6' Cherokee removal from the
Southern Appalachians began in 1839, and althouch the bulk of the indigenous population
had inhabited Northern Georgia, Hardy states that a company from Ashe County did join the
efforttorelocateremainingNativeAmedcansfromWestemNorthCarolina.62
According to the introduction of the `Selected I.etters Reeeived by the Offices of
Indian Affairs Relating to the Cherokee of Nolth Carolina, 1851 -1905" in the National
Arehives, only I,500 to 2.000 Cherokees remained in the mountains between North Carolina,
Georgia, and Tennessee after General Winfield Scott's removal campaign beginning in 1830.
I+ater efforts were due to the renioval treaty of New Echota, signed by the United States and
`those Cherokee leaders who favored removal" in |835.63
The Buncombe Turnpike provided the first road haversal]le with luggage and slaves
into the mountains of western North Carolina, enabling wealthy Southerners to travel
seasonally. Before the construction of the turnpike, lowlanders, particularly from South
Carolina, made occasional trips to the area. According to Raitz and Ulack, the Southern
Appalachians received seasonal visitors from major plantations and along the Atlantic Coast
from as early as the 1790s.64 Once the t`rmpike was completed, the Southern elite could
travel comfortably to the area and ensure themselves the same luxuries to which they were
accustomed year round. Often building summer homes in the mountains, these visitors
brought wagons with their neeessities, including slaves or servants. According to Ora
Blackmun, "These excursions made the South Carolinians recognize Western North Carolina
:;##4Z;%#-L`oA;¥gr°8##a¥gAa'fo,29.Theforefole~valfouowedtheadoptionofthe
Cherokee Nation.s constitution in 1827.
63rseleetedI.ettersReeeivedbytheOfficesoflndianAffiinRelatingtotheChaDkeeofNordiCarolina,
185 I -1905" Washington, DC: Nationd ihohives. 1977.
6`Raieand\]lack.Appalachia..ARegtordGeograpky.Z36-
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as an ideal place to escape the enervating heat of the flatland summers as well as a place
which furnished a complete change from their customary environment. They became the
region's first `summer people.'rf5 By 1830, a handful of South Carolinians had begun buying
hundreds of acres of mountain property, and encouraging their fiends to do the same.
Those visiting the southern mountains originally participated in annual health
relocatious. Specifically, the travelers came as hot summers and seasonal fever apidemics
sent elite South Caroliniaus to the North Carolina hills along the Buncombe Turnpike. As
these migratory habits became ritual, privileged Southerners continued to vacation at the
same destinations to socialize with others of their class. Often physically isolated during the
ycar, Southern agricult`ml elites used seasonal resorts as social meeting grounds. After both
legitimate health worries and health-resort fads subsided around the 1840s, resort-goers
persisted in returning to North Carolina's mountains.
Drovers had been and continued to herd their stock, particularly hogs, throuch the
same area. Thousands of hogs annually passed throuch the mountains and down the turnpike
itself. In Watauga County, almost nine thousand hogs were registered in tax records in
1888.66 Drovers greatly affected mountain infrastructure such as hotels, roads, and even
crops.67 Most authors agree that hivestock, particularly hogs, was crucial to the Southern
Appalachian economy of that tine. Early in the century, boarding houses and inns that
catered to these agricultural travelers opened to lowland vacationers as well. Resort
establishments sprLing up in the region, providing the expected luxuries, althouch many of
the first recreational visitors chose to have their own second homes built.
::±o¥Ee?gun:e#°o?"i:n°±'Z39riBiowingRockwithoverninehondredfromMeatcap.
67 See Davis. irene 7ifere Axe"oezn4az.us,132.
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While the fevers and heat of low¢ountTy summers drove many to the mountains,
mineral springs gameled seasonal attention as the first tourist attractions beginning in the
1820s. The antebellum visitors to the mountains migrated annually for health, the springs,
and socializing. National leisure destinations had surfaced as early as the 1820s throughout
the United States, such as Niagara Falls and the Catskills mountains. In fact. the Blue Ridge
Mountain region became one of the three main resor( areas nation-wide, par(icularly
attracting wealthy southerners of the Tidewater region. As noted, early visitors broucht
friends and family, spending several months a year there and buying second homes.
Later in the century, health seckers would replace drovers in many boarding houses
during the summer season. According to Richard Stames, the early nineteenth"ltury
vacationers consisted `twithout exception" of `the cream of the nation's political and
economic elite..fog These were not merely among the nation's wealthy, but the very
wealthiest.
Using sources ranging from newspaper excerpts and resort releases to personal letters,
I,awrence Fay Brewster describes the early migrators.69 The author summarizes this
par(icular tourist trend as such: "Low¢ountry South Carolinians were largely responsible for
discovering and popularizing the mountain country of western North Carolina as a summer
recrcational land. . .They contributed but little to the general improvement of the country.
Their slaves furnished them labor, and store goods were famished from abroad. The natives
cacosL=a£F#n88fwegte#,#,%mth:#M%#ousandResonsofsouthcarolunLowl:ountryplanlersorew
York: AMS Press,  1947).
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were kept at a great distance, and if they were employed at all, only for menial occupations at
inadequnteremuneration.Afeelingofgreatbittemesssprungupbetweenbothclasses."70
Blowing Rock was a prominent player in this early seasonal migration. In fact, Martin
lists Blowing Rock among four major antebellum "summer home colonies" of the southern
mountains.7] In a reflection of the elite composition of the first American tourists, many
seasonal visitors boucht land and second homes in the area. While many towns found the
establishment of a hotel followed by second home interest, Blowing Rock was one of the few
resorttownstoseehotelsbuiltinresponsetogrowingsummerhomecommunities.72This
particular pattern affected both land and the economy in ways that more transitory tourism
would not. These semi-permanent migratory trends to Blowing Rock even predated the
creation of watauga County in 1849, as well as the official incorporation of the township in
1889.
Bany Buxton names James Harper as first to build a summer home in the Blowing
Rock area in 1856, naming it `Surmerville." According to Buxton, Harper soon iuspirod
"other prominent Lenoir families" to follow suit, including the Millers and lsbells.73
Prominent families who survived the Civil War would build large estates in Blowing Rock.
Families that the author goes on to list as major estate owners, such as the Cones and
Stringfellows, are notably indeed the same names that stand out with the most wealth listed
in tax records during this tine period.74
70 Brevrster, S!Ammcr Mz.grafrous,  I 14.
:#,#rorfuml.in/4cAfowwfai."Soul*,9.
73 Buxton. A  y}//age Tapestry. 2. For this infomation, Burton footDctes Nancy Alexander's J7ere flz// /Oi4re//
ublished in 1956, as well as t`ro personaljoumals.
I Ibid.,18.
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In 1850, the federal census reported 573 families living in the county. Out of the 569
dwellings, 462 were famis, accounting for over 80 percent of county families. Over three
thousand individuals were recorded in the county in this year, including between 84 and 104
slaves and at least 29 "colored" residents. Ten years later the county population had not
reached five thousand, making it the smallest county in the state by population accolding to
Hardy.75 In 1860, census records show six townships and two districts in the county.
including Meat Camp, which held an approximate population of over five hundred residents,
in fifty-five families.
The only available information besides tax and population figures for Mcat Canip
during this time revolves around the Meat Camp Baptist Church, which began officially
congregating in 1851. The original members had been meeting since 1841, and membership
reached  177 by ig2o.76
2.3.2 Tourism Post-Civil War
The physical and economic disruption of the Civil War Completely reordered the
resort clientele of western North Carolina. However, the select veneer remained. The 1870s
saw a resurgence of resort promotion for health tourism, initiated with the hopes of attracting
wealth from Northern capitalists to the area. As this fad waned over the next ten years, city
leaders of tourist centers in Appalachian North Carolina such as Asheville began schous
campaigns of self-advertisement, actively moving from a health focus to the wonders of the
area's natural resources as the main selling point.
;:g=y;,4„Se#GZ";°Bryqp°?rs?'€##°d:rtyri:.figus.
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As Stames argues, both initiatives indeed achieved their objective of gamering
Northern capital. "Investors from [the North] purchased land and mineral richts in areas of
western North Carolina they had visited while guests at local resorts..'77 Beginning in the
1880s, a second surge in the seasonal home market characterized the new tourism. This
success remodeled the source of support to the strticture of tourism in Southern Appalachia,
due to a combination of war-related wealth loss by Southern elites, Reconstruction. and
Northern investments. A northern r`ish took over the trend that affluent Southern travelers
commenced decades carlier. Martin agrees that Northern wealth dominated Southern
Appalachian tourism from the end of the Civil War until the automobile era.78 By 1890, the
resort clientele, owners, and industry of western North Carolina had completely shifted in
grounding, however not in form, as it remained a business patronized by elites and flagged
by a second home market.
This shift is particularly important to note in regards to one of the major issues of
Appalachian Studies and history, the role of outsiders. Often depicted as intnisive and
damaging regal.dless of their intentions, "outsiders" have greatly affected the Appalachian
region. Groups such as religious and educational missionaries, cult`ml revivalists, and anti-
pover(y enthusiasts entered the region throuchout its history with their own agendas of
change. Wrapped in the bitterness of over one-hundred and fifty years of mountain
stereotyping, Appalachian historians often focus on the role of these outsiders. 79 Therefore,
the significance of tourism's antebellum origins in local boarding houses and hotels, as well
T_I_Siames,CTeatinglhelnndoflhesky.3l-
:F¥T¥ovflii:To'::femr:f#esingn¥.A£.«outsrders,"seeDavidwhismHfoddrjzingdeMowhjnear..
People. Power and Plarming in Apiialachia Qle:iw Yeds: 8. Ftwldin. 1919`.
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as its patronage by Southern elites before the entrance of the bulk of Northern speculation
stands out against the general atmosphere of outside invasion seen in the literature.8°
Michael Hardy reports that the Civil War left Watauga County devastated. with
fields, homes, and businesses destroyed, while bands of `bushwackers" raided locals.
However, the 1 870s saw various improvements in stability including the first hotel in Boone,
built by the Coffey brothers, and the incorporation of the town in 1872. The author also
reports major grouth in the county over two decades in both population-a rouchly 30
percent increase-and the economy.8' Furthermore, the end of the war allowed for the resort
industry in Blowing Rock to fully blossom.82 By 1874 William Morris had built his boarding
house, which was possibly the first in the township according to Buxton. Historian of
Appalachian tourism, Martin, adds that "Blowing Rock was an isolated campsite in 1874,
when William M. Morris opened the first boarding home for visitors. When Blowing Rock
incorporated fifteen years later, there were three hotels and many boarding homes on this
Previously undeveloped land."83
The last decades of the nineteenth century saw a surge of activity in Watauga County
and the continued popularity of Blowing Rock as a resort. Between 1880 and 1900, Watauga
County claimed twelve townships, and the population passed ten thousand. This incorporated
almost two thousand registered voters including at least fifty Affican Americans. The total
county wealth exceeded one million every year, with over 8 percent of that coming from
Blowing Rock, and only 5 percent from Meat Carp. This era saw a continued increase in
8°Forantebellumoriginsinlocallyo`medbusiness,seeMartin.ro«risminifeMoe4n&ainSb«th.xvand38,and
i;F:i#ri#;age:#rz:o£?j`i:Je#f#c¥t,89
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Blowing Rock's resort industry, the coming of the railway, and the first purchases of the
influential Cone estate.84 During the national depression of the 1890s, tourism in the
township, as well as the coming of the Doucherty brothers who would build a teachers'
college in Boone, helped to support the county's economy.85 The county's first library
opened in the late I 880s in Blowing Rock, not Boone, which was county seat and future
home of the college. In fact Buxton maintains that few travelers continued to Boone from
Blowing Rock until cars became more heavily used. The Auto Transfer Company of Boone
brought customers to town from Blowing Rock starting in 1910.
In what comes across almost more as adverdsing than history, Ina Van Noppen
describes Blowing Rock's Watauga Hotel, completed in the l880s, as having "an ideal
location at the crest of the Blue RIdge.'#6 Blowing Rock was officially incorporated in 1889,
the second town to do so in the county following Boone. By 1896 the township's three major
hotels, the Watauga Hotel, the Green Park Hotel, and the Blowing Rock Hotel, as well as the
Brady House andstewart House were all open for clients. Blowing Rock historian Buxton
claims that by 1889 summers in the township saw a seasonal population increase of 300
percent from approximately two hundred to six hundred residents. Clients of this s`mmer
surge resided in one of the township's three hotels, "innumerable boarding houses," or their
own second homes.87 Resort-goers would be met at the Lenoir train station by `thack or
sufTy" to take them to Blowing Rock via the turnpike.88 The Lenoir-Blowing Rock Turnpike
Company, incorporated in 1845, built a road connecting the two towns in 1847. From 1891,
84 |bid„ 97.
#b#:N:°P:peMDrf,?g:fi#;:9:arohasluee"zv"ar,37l
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the Linville Improvement Company ran "hacks" to and from Blowing Rock on the
Yonahlossee Turnpike, which continued to Cranbeny. The 1891 opening of the Gran Park
Hotel even broucht Blowing Rock its first convention with the meeting of the North Carolina
Veterans Association.
In 1885, the Elk Knob Acadeny opened on Meat Camp Creek, advertising "A NEW
SCHOOL 0F HIGH GRADE IN THE `Land of the Sky'. . .Thirty-five miles from Lenoir,
Fifteen from Blowing Rock. Hack Transportation from Lenoir. . .The climate is remarkal)ly
healthful and salubrious, and boys from the low country may here get health and a good
education at a very low price.'B9 The college prep school boasted Principals Rev. B.L. Beall
and H.W. Beall, the latter a graduate of Davidson College, "class of '81." The
advertisement.s focus on health and a lowcoountry clientele implies that Elk Knob Academy
catered to wealthy non-locals, likely finiliar with the area throuch tourism. However, by
1904 the school had either closed or moved. as the Meat Camp Baptist Church purchased its
building for twenty-five dollars to refulbish for church use.
By 1910, the now fourteen townships of Watauga County boasted a wealth of over
two million dollars; Blowing Rock consisted of 9 percent of this total wealth, with 6.8
percent coming from Meat Camp. Blowing Rock well surpassed Bcone in number and value
of properties listed as `1own lots," claiming 149 lots in the tax record compared to only 64 in
the county seat. The average valueper /a/ came in at an astounding $319 in Blowing Rock, a
full$100overthecountyaverage.9°Unforfunately,thereisnotindicationofthetypicalsize
or location of these lots. What is clear is that only Boone and Blowing Rock clain significant
numbers of town lots betveen 1890 and 1920, and these lots are valued on average at almost
89Adver(isemen(raprintedinGrrme,A/carCan4pJ}apdsfChurch,35-
cOValucisS100overthecountyaveragewhenexcludingBlowingRockto`I/blots.
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fifty times the cost of an acre of land. Affican Americans owned at least two of these lots: a
Bettie Tompson and Mattie Grayer of Blowing Rock owned lots valued at one hundred
dollars each. Meat Camp, as in all years under consideration, recorded no town lots.
Interestingly, a 1949 historical centennial souvenir reported a stall in population
increase from 1900 to 1910. Althouch the Watauga County population reached thineen
thousand in 1900. it recorded an inercase of only six people ten years later, compared to the
typical increase by decade of 2,400-2,900 residents.9]  National industrialization did bring a
surge of outmigration and ufoanization from many rural areas in the South, including the
"Great Migration" of Afiiean Americans from 1900 to 1920. This may account somewhat for
population discrepancies in these years.
Due to the opening of indushial jobs in the North coinciding with the reduction of
European immigration into the countly and such jobs, three hundred thousand to one million
African Americans left the South in the first decades of the twentieth century. Economic and
social concerns including the disfianchising poll tax also compelled many to leave. The year
1920 saw a 41 percent increase from the past decade of North Carolina-born Affican
Americans living in northern states. Appalachian counties were not exempt from this trend.
Watauga County shows a drop from thirty-seven to thirteen African American regivered
voters between 1900 and 1915. By 1920, only nine African Amchcans were taxed in the
entire county. Fewer than thl.ee hundred acres of the county's 177,OcO were attributed to non-
white individuals in 1920 for a total value of $9,504, compared to over one thousand acres
listed previously in igio.92
9' See Whitener, I/is/ny a/ Wddy«gr Cbouty, n.p.
92 See Wiuiam H. Tuner and Edward J. Cal>beu, eds.. Bdrcds in 4ppndochfa (Iiexington: The University Press
of Kentucky, 1985); I.ouise Venable Kermedy, 7He Ivegro Pcasaw reAr7[s Crtywnd.. Ejrects a/Jteae7&f
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Finally, from 1915 to 1920, Blowing Rock continued to have the most numerous and
most expensive town lots in the county, with Boone being the only other township to claim a
substantial number of such tracts. Over 40 percent of taxed Blowing Rock residents owned
town lots in 1915, for a total of 274 lots worth $387 per lot on average, compared to Boone's
fewer than 180 lots for S 177 average per lot. Blowing Rock's total individual wealth rose to
12 percent of the county total as well, while Meat Camp's remained under 6.7 percent.
Published in 1915, Arthur.s history of Watauga County provides more of a primary
source on tumof-the-cent`iry tourism than a secondary history considering its crowing
descriptions of Blowing Rock: "An Established Pleasure Resort.-Blowing Rock went up
top as a pleasure resort soon after the completion of the tLmpike from Lenoir to Linville
City. Many people boucht land and built summer homes there. Hotels and boarding houses
began to go up and to multiply year by year." Shops, stables, and even bowling alleys opened
`Tor the amusement and needs of a growing sLmlner population."93 Arthur mentions the
bank, telephone service, physicians, and schools, as well as noting that `The mails are
adequate, and Charlotte and Raleich papers reach `The Rcek,' as it is called, on the day they
are issued. In other words, everything that is essential to a first-class pleasure resort is
provided, and all tastes and purses can be suited. . .Blowing Rock is established beyond
questionasoneofthefinestandmostpopularpleasureresortsoftheSouth.''94
In the same year, Wachovia Bank Trust Co., Blowing Rock Hotel Co., and Blowing
Rock Dev. Co., were all listed in tax records for Blowing Rock, with wealth ranSng from
$2,850 to S 12,075. Individuals, such as h4rs. Moses Cone of the Baltimore Cone family, and
Mz-grafJ-ons fo IVorthe772 Cbuters (College Park, Maryland: MCGrath Publishing Company, 1930,1969); and
"orette Henh. Black Migration: Mover.lent Noith 1900-1920 `Gnden Ctry, Nl[.. Anchor P-ess, 1915).9^`.Arfu\[,AHistoryOfwiatougaCounty,Z20.
g, Ibid
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W.W. Stringfellow of Alabania, were taxed in Blowing Rock on $70,017 and $12,675,
respectively, while by far the wealthiest person in Meat Camp, Lindsey Patterson, was taxed
on an impressive but lesser amount of $11,727.  According to Buxton, W.W. Stringfellow,
already noted as one of the earliest influential summer residents to Blowing Rock, developed
aboardinghouseintotheLargeestateofchetolainthe1890s.95Notably,thisresolt
destination for affluent tourists still thrives as such in Blowing Rock today.
Second home subdivisions existed in Blowing Rock at this time as well, as can be
seen in an impressive adver(isement of over fifty pages for Mayview Park, published in 1920.
This establishment owned by W.L. Alexander consisted of subdivided tracts for second
homes surounding club-like amenities. The advertising book includes full page pictures and
textual celebrations of the sctting, recreation, and club house: `The Mayview club house has
been erected for the pleasure and comfort of the residents of Mayview Park, but is also open
to motorists and to the summer visitors and residents of Blowing Rock." The clubhouse
offered luncheous, `vistas," dancing, and private parties, among other luxuries.96
A map and brochure published by the Southern Railroad System in 1922 titled
"Summer Resort Hotels and Boarding Houses" diaplays the regional significance of Blowing
Rock as a tourist destination.97 The reverse side of this foldout railway map of the Southeast
lists both "Commercial Hotels in the Principal Cities and Towns" as well as accessible golf
clubs. Out of the i]rominent towns in the 14 listed southeastern states, Blowing Rock has
seven hotels and inns cataloged including Mayview Manor and Cottages, the Green Park
Hotel, Watauga Inn. Blowing Rock Hotel, and Martin House, noted with individual guest
9:::tetoEu4toK#g£?„apc7o%/£..Achtryrfewpor"/owhgRoc4Noutcdrofro(un&Washingtoqne:
DetweileT, Inc.,1920).
97SouthemRaihoadSystem."S`immerResortHotelsandBoardingHouses..'1922.
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capacities rangivg from 45 to 250. Boone is not included. Blowing Rock also boasts two of
the twenty golf facilities listed for North Carolina: the Blowing Rock Golf club and Green
Park-Norwood Course.
The Blowing Rock Historical Society provides a sumlnary of the establishment of a
Blowing Rock resort cormunity in its 1998 description of the area surrounding the still-
operating Green Park Hotel. I am including the following direct quotation from the Society's
depiction to highlicht the elite nature of its history which its authors clearly invoke: "The
Green Park Historic District, a residential resort community located on a ridge topped by the
picturesque, winding Lenoir Turnpike, contains the Green Park Hotel, the Green
Park/Blowing Rock County Club Golf course, Mt. Bethel Refomed Church and Cemetery,
and some two dozen late nineteenth and early twentieth cent`ny summer cottages and their
associated landscape features."98
The form of tourism, even within Southern Appalachia, has varied greatly depending
on time and place. What once followed mainly elite trends eventually shifted to an industry
driven by the middle class. The advent of the automobile and the rise of the middle class in
the twentich century dramatically altered the face of tourism in the United States and
Appalachian South. For this reason this study closes at 1920, at the beginning of the
transition to automobile to`rism in Watauga County. Not all tourism-fed areas experienced
this shift similarly, however. Blowing Rock, for example, remained an elite-focused area
with an emphasis on luxurious second homes. Other nearby tourist towns, however,
embraced the new class of motorist. Gatlinb`ng, Tennessee, for example, was established as
98BtowingRockHistoricalSocirty,Inc.,7ifeGriee»PutHts/„ifoDisfrjct.0lowingRock,NC:BRIIS,1998).
2. See Appendin J for a map of downtown Blowing Rock in the 1920s.
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an attractionroriented vacation area with the opening of the Great Smoky Mountain National
Park in 1926. Even within Watauga County, the Wizard of oz amuselnent pak in Beech
Mountain, Linville Cavems, and Grandfather Mountain invited a crowd of economically
middle and lower-class visitors throuchout the twentieth century. Althouch Watauga and
surounding counties now also support extremely expensive second home markcts, an
evident concentration of this phenomenon continLles to exist specifically in Blowing Rock.
due to its over one-hundl'ed-year legacy as an elite resor( haven.
2.4 Conclusion
ln conclusion, a stratified class system including slavery and involving land
ownership existed in the Southern Appalachian region from very early on. possibly as early
as white settlement. After the Civil War, wealth disparity continued within the townships of
Watauga County, and extremely wealthy tourists maintained their seasonal vacation patterns
to the area, althouch this clientele shifted from a Southern to a Northern basis. The end of the
war also broucht industrialization and Northern capital.
Various primary sources reflect the importance of Blowing Rock as a tourist
destination by 1920. Tar recolds also relate the corresponding increase of wealth in the
township, but careful analysis reveals that this wealth was not distributed evenly by the
tourist market. Blowing Rock's intenal wealth disparity exceeded that of Meat Camp at the
t`m of the Century, and the fomer township maintained a cohor( of individuals who claimed
extTenely low wealth throuchout this period.
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3. TOURISM AS INDUSTRY IN WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA
3. I  Industry in Appalachia
Although the Appalachian region has historically carried a stereot)pe of isolation and
backwardness, industrialization did indeed crcate substantial change in the mountains, as it
did nationally. According to Eller' s arg`ment in Wf.ners. A/z.//ha«ds, and Mo&trefaj.necrs,
industrializationbecameamajorforceinthemountaiusbythe1880s.99Theauthor
demonstrates that the arca was not isolated from these national changes, as industrial capital
entered Appalachia by the turn of the century. Davis agrees, adding that industrial capital-
seekersobtainedlargesectiousofSouthemAppalachianthrouchspeculativebuying.loo
Absentee industrialists boucht much of the region.s land in the southern moulitains,
timbering and mineral extraction were the most aggressively pursued industrial ventures.
Althouch many evaluations of Appalachian industry, including Eller's, focus on
traditional businesses such as timber and coal, this surge of developmental investment
colTesponds with the second wave of the tourism industry in Western North Carolina.
Tourism in this part of the mountains did in fact manage to become as significant an
economic force. This less-acknowledged power interacted in significant ways with the other
industries of Reconstruction in the Appalachian South. Tourism served as an imponant and
?cormDutar"X¥t%eM#efendASAr;%o#'iv
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competitive industry. especially in North Carolina, despite its differences from the major
regional industrial forces, such as tinber and mineral extraction. Involving individuals,
corporations, government agencies, the packs system, and the commercial seetor, `tourism is
a large, amorphous service industry that is segmented into many different types of
businesses."'°] Regardless of its fragmentation as an industry, however, tourism in Western
North Carolina remained as powerful an eeonomic, social, and environmental force as the
other industries of southern Reconstniction and beyond. For example, while rail lines often
came to the mountains for timber, in Appalachian North Carolina the tourist economy was
able to compete for access to this impor(ant infrastructure.
3.1.1 industry and Rail Service
The 1880 opening of the Western North Carolina Railroad to Asheville brought many
more wealthy Northerners to the city's resorts. Appalachian historian John Alexander
Williams notes that thanks to convict labor, the Western North Carolina Railroad arrived in
Ashevilleby1879.'°2Asheville'spopulationexperiencedacorTesponding500percent
increase over the next decade.]°3 Rail made more resort areas more convenient for Northern
travelers to rcach The 1890s depression stalled national rail expansion, which did not fully
return until after the conclusion of the First World War.
\°\ M;andn. Tourism in the Mountain South. xvii:i.
'°2WiLliams,4ppalachja[.-4JJis/ory.232.Theaiithorexpandsonthereplacementofconvictlaborforslave
labor on rail lines, stadrg, rofficial statistics acknowledge the deaflis of I 20 convicts in the constmchon of the
Western North Carolina Raihoad from Morganton to Asheville and then southwest through the Blue Ridge
plateau between 1875 and 1891. . .Estimates of the actual-as opposed to the official-numtier of deaths range
#3b\sBsas=23±tingiheunofthesky,2s.aswchasvanNopperfuwestemNorihcarolirasinethe
Civil War, 9.
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Although the railway had crossed North Carolina before the war, companies focused
on reconstruction of damaged tracks before moving on to extension, and it was not until the
1880s that lines came into the state's mountains. In 1882 the Eastern Tennessee and Western
North Carolina Railroad Company (ET&WNC) completed line connecting Tennessee depots
in Johnson City, Elizabethton, Hampton, and Roan Mountain to Cranberry, North Carolina in
Watauga's neighboring county of Avery. Notably, the train made stops both at the Cranberry
Iron Works and the Cranbe[ry Inn.'°4 This impor(ant infrastructure may have come to the
mountains for iron. but it constantly maintained the important link with tourism. As historian
of the ET&WNC, Johnny Graybeal, points out, `The East Tennessee & Western North
Cat.olina Railroad offered passenger service during most of its 70-year history. . .passenger
service was visibly more important than froicht service. Passengers broucht in far less money
than freitht, but a Railroad's passenger train service was usually the pride of the
company."5NewspapersinurbancentersofTennesseefrequentlyxportedon..excursions"
to Cranbeny, and the rail line also succeeded in attracting northern attention and visitors, as
demonstrated in one special visit made by thirty-five northern newspaper editors to Johnson
City in 1884. These travelers both visited the mine and lunched at the Inn. a perfect tour via
the rail to garner interest in either type of capital investment.
A smaller company, the Linville River Railroad Co., extended the Cranberly line
throuchout Avery after its charter in 1896. The ET & WNC eventually boucht out Linville
River, which was plagued by financial issues, in 1913, and finally extended line into
Watanga County at Shull's Mill in 1916. reaching Boone in 1919.
::S#oiuAJ:"#.Er&WC,VoluneHL9.
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Passenger service to Cranbeny began with the very opening of the Johnson City-
Cranbeny line. According to Graybeal, who researched passenger schedules and company
records. 1890 saw a ten year heicht in passenger service, and the company even opened a
third regular passenger train to accommodate tourists `1o and from the summer resorts along
the road."'°6 The addition of a "parlor car" came in 1913, and by June 1919 the raihoad
boasted of two "First Class passenger trains.'.'°7 This service continued into the 1920s.
3 . I .2 Industry and the Environment
By the late nineteenth century, the reliance of toulsm on natural resources and beauty
broucht it into conflict with extractive industries. As the area's history with the rail system
shows, althouch minerals and timber may have initiated the extension of rail lines, the
popularity of the accompanying passenger service immediately becatne an inportant use of
the infrostnicture. Western North Carolina, which all.eedy had a long economic history with
resorts, managed to push tourism-related preservation efforts. In comparison. the powerful
tinber industry of Tennessee subdued tourism in its state, seen in hotel closures such a§ that
of the Cloudland Hotel in Roan Mountain by World War I.`°8 Organized preservation efforts
included the founding of the Appalachian National Parks Association in 1899, which resulted
in the 1911 crcation of the Cherokee National Forest in North Carolina, the Pisgah Natioml
Forest in 1916, and ironically the eventual designation of the Great Smoky Mountain
loo Ibid.. 29.
107 Ibid., 79-
lcesirmes`CreatingtheLandOflheSky.S].
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National Park in Tennessee. Begivning in 1900, federal acquisitions for national forest lands
reachedfourmillionacresintheretionby1931.'°9
In other pans of the southern mountains, timber and mining had drastic
environmental effects. Davis deschbes tinbering as the "single greatest human activity" to
changeAppalachiancultureandenvironment.'`°Similartotheinfluenceofthesecond-home
market in towns such as Blowing Rock, the influx of timber and mineral companies also
drove up prices on land via speculation. Industry barons also contributed to their large
concentrations of land by using the increasing land and property tax prices to legally buy-out
localownerswhofalledtokeapupwithrisingrates.']L
In Watauga County, traditional industry did enter after 1900, but without the great
inpact, even financially, that it had elsewhere in the Southern Appalachians. Althouch
tinber broucht the first rail to the county, economically this industry did not have the force
of tourism. In 1910 only I,681 acres of the county.s total 227,576 for that year were listed as
mineral or timber lands. That acoounted for 0.74 percent of the total acreage and 0.88 percent
of the county's land value. Five years later, lands listed "Mineral, Tinber, Quarry, and Water
Power. totaled under three thousand acres for the county, and contributed only 1.5 percent of
the land value. In Meat Camp, Walter J. Wrigiv Lumber Co. was taxed on $7,100 total value
in 1915, but timber and mineral land still accounted for less than five percent of the
aggregate value for the to`mship.
The larger economic importance of tourism in this section of North Carolina,
resultant in more successful conservation efforts, also created an environmental dualism
loo Davis,  W7]ere Z7!ere ,4re Mowutzl.us, 173.
Ilo lbid.,166.
„1  lbid.
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between resort industry development and the need for natural beauty to sustain its popularity.
Describing one of the many paradoxes of tourism in the southern Appalachian mountains,
Martin notes that the growth accompanied by the tourist industry often challenged the same
principles that it used to keep timber and mining at bay. In the nincteenth and twentieth
centuries, the development and expansion of resort facilities and second homes drastically
effected land use in tourist-heavy areas in both an environmental and economic sense.I L2
3.2 Tourism and the Economy
3.2.I General Effects of Tourism
ln many respects, tourism proved overall less devastating than other turn-of-the-
century industries. However, like its competitors, this industry still depended wholly on the
use of raw materials including land and cheap labor, the latter often provided by Afiiean
Americans and white women. As Stames points out, the impact of tourism shaped foms of
labor in the region. The service-heavy employment opportunities were "low paying, seasonal,
physically difficult, and made the workers particularly susceptible to abuse by their
employers."I " Of course this is not to say that wage labor in the service industry proved
fundamentally more difficult or exploitative than agricultural wol.k. Being seasonal as well,
however, the service-industry wage labor was not necessarily more reliable, and wealth rates
did not increase significantly for those in the lowest brackets throuch this time period in
Blowing Rock to reflect coonomic benefits gained from expansions in wage lal)or. Creating
fur(her frustrations for local workers, proprictors sometimes imported both skilled and
:::¥:L:.rc°r"e¥,%",rfe`:e#":;::"es#..65"
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unskilled labor to maintain their businesses.t ]4 0n the other hand, the industry provided an
opening for family-rLm businesses such as boarding houses, allowing an entrance point for
women in the workforce and business world. The close-to-home businesses of the local
hospitality industry originally did not require much sctup capital. However, this shifted as
resort-goers at the t`m of the century boucht into a "conspicuous consumption" trend in their
leisure activities, requiring more luxury and grandeur.
Like many industries, especially of its time, tourism broucht some economic benefits
tempered by drawbacks, which were often social in nature. Tourism has the potential to open
opportunities for entl.epreneurship, employment, and economic development in an area. In
thecontextofAppalachianNorthcarolina,italsoprovidedsomeanountofenviiJrixpf¥.[P|=..=1+..;-f`
protection. However, historically these benefits have come with downsides, such as the
previously mentioned poor quality of employment and also extending to the rise of property
values. Costs in general tend to increase in areas of heavy tourism, creating a major burden
for full-time residents.
The detailed national study by the American Society of Planning Officials compiled
in 1976, rxpods that the economic impact of resort communities and second homes on the
local community tends to be positive in the first few years of development.' '5 However, such
structures may become financially burdensome over time as the taxes generated by this
business fail to meet the costs of their demands on public infrastructure such as sewage and
road upkeep. How seasonal homes impacted tourist communities throuch infrastruct`ml
needs in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries is more difficult to argue, however.
'_`_..Mactin+TourismintheMounminSoulh.36.
\`SA,neTieanScoietyOfplarfungofroialts.SiLbdividingRuralAlnerica.-ImpactsOfReoreatonalLotand
Second fJane Deve/opmenut (Washington. DC: US Government Print, 1976).
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The study, which investigated second-home land uses ranging from undeveloped
subdivisions to club-like "hick-amenity resort communities" with homes or condominiums,
found a continuation of speeulative buying practices, accounting for up to 50 percent of tracts
forrecrcationaluse.'t6Setbacksofsuchtouristdevelopment,including"envirormental
degradation from the development of ecoloctcally frodle Lands; and hick public service costs
for some rural communities" telnper the positive effects, such as the crcation ofbothjobs and
profitable uses for undeveloped land, as well as increases in tax revenues and local
usiness.I17
Karl 8. Raltz and Richard Ulack include dispersed, clustered, and large subdivided
tractsintheirdefinitionofseasonalhomedevelgpment.ManyNorthCarolinatimbertowns,
such as Brevard, experienced "commercial cluster development" where their rail stops
became popular for passengers interested in retreats. For subdivided hacts, discussed al)ove,
secondhomesubdivisiousorclubsarecreatedoutoflargetractsofundevelopedland.]]8
These subdivisions have existed in Blowing Rock since at least 1920, as can be scm in the
Mayview Park advertisement, althouch this type of development exploded in Watauga and
neichboring Avery Counties in the 1960s and seems to remain popular today. The earliest
form of the second home market in the county consisted of dispersed development, however,
as elites built secluded summer homes. Issues involved with all three types of development
include poor planning, low-paying and seasonal jobs-for example service and construction
that may Last as few as three months a year--the exclusion of local business from private
reercational centers, environmental destruction often accompanied by long-term erosion
:;:EL::idulack4era/coAraARcgrondcegrapky.257
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problems, `visual blicht" of developments, and cultural clash between visitors and
residents.IL9
Writing in the 1970s, Robin Gottfried described the increase in land prices due to
recrcational interest as a major issue with modem development in Appalachia. t2° Famers
often cannot extend their landholdings, and young residents in par(icular are unal)le to afford
homes in their local community.'2' Furthemore, low-income households may be pushed off
their land and out of the area by property taxes, a trend seen since industrial development in
the nineteenth century. Gottfued's list of the detriments due to sueh growth continues to
include the exclusivity of recrcational clubs, the dependency of the benefits of second homes
oncontinuousbuilding,an~dagainthetenjeringofhichertaxespaidbysecond-homeownds
by the demands their homes create on local infrastructure. In Gottfird's analysis, tourism
does not bring net benefits, especially in Appalachia, when keeping social welfare concerns
in mind.
One of Gottfued's modem observations, that cultural class differences between
tourists and locals create a "de facto segregation," has also influenced social issues and
stigmas in Appalachia for over a century. The economic gap, often intense, between
extremely wealthy resort-goers and the majority of the locals at the turn of the century
exacefoated a final issue that followed the redon throuchout the next cent`iry. Intense class
division bctween the visitors and the locals they saw created the image of isolation and
backwardness still attributed to the Appalachian redon. Althouch Appalachians had both
market and political ties outside the area, the economic diaparity betveen them and enclaves
Ilo |bid.. 258.
'2°Gottliied."ObservariousonRecreation-I.edG"thinAppalachia."
'21  lbid-, 45'
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of the nation's upper elite contributed to stereot)pes of the former group that lasted beyond
the twentieth century. These national stereotypes began as early as 1875, with the serialized
work of Frances Fisher Tieman, `The hand of the Sky," which imbedded the cultural images
of the Appalachian frozen in time into national archetypal thoucht.'22
3.2.2 The Stock-Lew Debate
According to Stames, the surge of tourism advertising pushed by city leaders in the
1870s contributed to a rush in seasonal-home building that sigrificantly appreciated land
values.'23 The existing second home market in Blowing Rock created many tensions, as land-
use patterns continua in both agieultunl and recreational modes within the township,
which clalmed fewer than 350 residents in 1915.
A major controversy in many Southern rural areas across the t`m of the century
involved the keeping of livestock, and is often portrayed as a class compedtion. Fence laws,
as show by Matthew Walpole, became a serious issue in Blowing Rock in the second half of
the nineteenth centquy.'24 Using local newspapers as well as town voting and agricultural
records. Walpole argues that small and landless famers in the county relied on communal
land for keeping and feeding their stcek. "All land that was not specifically owned and
fenced in for the raising of crops was availal]le to all in the community for hunting, helb-
'22ThevastmajorityofseholarlyiAndtsonAppalachianhistoryopenwithadiscussionof8uchstereotypes.For
more on due links betveen the economic impacts of tourism and cultiml trends, see Stames, Chapter 2 among
others. Notably, the American Society of planning Officials' study points out that even in the late tventieth
centry. some residents welcomed reereational development, some accepted iL and "still others consider
reercational land developmen. a fom of exploitation and colonization by a wedthier urban class." 10.
`:_3.S.amf3s.Crcatingth:Landofthesky.C.
t24MatthewWalpole.tTheClosingoftheOpenRangeinWatangaCounty,NC''i4ppalfzch&am/o&tma/16.4
(Summer L989): 320-335.
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gathering, foraging, and grazing. Grazing was of particular importance."'25 Early laws, which
did not require the fencing of stock. chafed town residents, espeeially the summer populace
of Blowing Rock. Changing the existing laws, however, threatened the landless and small
famers, as they would face a great burden in finding land for their hogs. Supporting these
claims, Buxton reports that Blowing Rock began inplenienting general cleanliness and hog
restrictions between 1900 and 1920 due to public concern over filth.
Discussing the wider redonal debate, J. Crawford King Jr. explains that in the South,
fencing crops in, while leaving animals to free range, was the common practice from the
colonial era until after the Civil War.t26 The author states in fact that the shift to fencing-in
stock was part of larger social, economic, and political transformations across the South.]27
Due to expanding agriculture, the destruction of fences during Civil War, and the white fear
that freed slaves would steal livestock, what appeared to be a class strugde developed
between landless stockowners, dependent on the open range, and `qanded `prog[essives,"
However, the author also implies the influence of a new sense of aesthetic throuch a quote he
reprints by Georgia ladies disgusted by night-promenading goats. King does not go on to
address this as a separate issue, althouch it undoubtedly proved an important asp.eat of the
debate in tourist areas such as Blowing Rock. Early legal restictious in 1866 Alal>ama
criminalized roaming stock, but the dchate continued in the rerion throuch a rash of litigation
in the 1900s, not concluding until full closure was made univusal by 1950.
::67T:d=*2o°rdKing7r.,|bec|asingofthesouthmRange:AnExplontorysrty.7He/o«ma/a/Sow/hem
#7isi°EZ,4£.I¢ebruaryl982):537o.
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Everett Kantor and J. Morgan Kousser define a "fence law" as one requiring gardens
and crops to be fenced in, allowing stock to roam freely. '28 These laws, which put the burden
of protecting crops from livestock on the crop owners, were enacted as early as 1759. These
historians disagree with a class conflict model of the debate, such as the one sot forth by
author Stephen Hahn that paints the sitLiation as an attelnpt by elites to force poor farmers
into dependency. In their view, communities that would profit more from stock Law
anangements simply voted them in earlier.]29 Therefore, areas where land was more equally
distributed often supported the stock laws. With these authors, King surmises that the fence-
law/stock-law debate was not a strugtle bchAreen large planters and small farmers, but a
reflection of the widest economic benefit to a given community. Counties and townships with
fence laws tended to be more reliant on stock, with a greater economic value and wider
ownership of hogs. Areas with hither tenancy rates and more cotton or genenl crop
dependency, on the other hand, enacted stock laws earliest.
The town of Blowing Rock incorporated in 1889 andjoined the redonal stock-law
dchate with full force. The new town's political elite tended to be wealthy, with ties either to
land or industry. A `thusplanted Lenoir merchant," Joseph Clacke, became Blowing Rock's
first mayor, and around 1892 a fiind appointed the wealthy W.H. Weeden mayor.'3° The
issue and tensions of tourism in an agricultural county came to a head during the national
depression of the 1890s, and the fomer became even more influential. Walpole bluntly
states, "In Wataugr County, Blowing Rock became the first township to vote in the stock law
by referendum in May of 1900. The toirist dollar had transformed the little village from a
]28SbaunE`©KantorandJ.MorganKousser.CommonSenseorCommon`vealth?TheFenceI-award
Institutional Change in the Posthellum South" Zife /a.tr7!a/ a/Sol.&herz His/ory 59, 2 (May 1993): 201 -242.
12®Ibid..241.
iso |bid.. 323.
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self-sufficient agricultural community to one dependent on outside cash."L3' Following this
legal change, the author claims that many individuals who had been self-sufficient throuch
small farming were forced into indushial labor as they lost access to the land they had not
owned but used.
The relevance of this debate to tourism in Watauga County emerges not only from
secondary literature but the county records as well. The accounts from 1890 to 1920 report
20 to 30 percent of those taxed in Blowing Rock landless, owning neither land or town lots,
while census records show 55 to 65 peroent of the households on fans. Approximately 13
percent of those listed with no land oT town lots in Blowing Rock in 1899 were taxed as
owning hogs. Rt)uchly 16 percent of the town's landless were recorded as owning some sort
of livestock, amounting to over t`ro hundred head. One year later, these individuals who did
not own real estate would potentially have no access to land on which to feed or raise this
stock. [f one follows Walpole's arguments, in the case of the stock law, the influence of the
summer residents directly affected famers' use of land in their community via politics and
economic strain. At least the inportance of the tourism economy to Blowing Rock
conelated to the early decision to vote-in this law.
3.3 Conclusion
Tourism competed as an indurtyr in a select few areas within Western Nor(h
Carolina. The continued expansion of this industry affected communities economically and
socially, and influenced landownership patterns including the second-home market, which
persisted in Blowing Rock. Thouchout these decades Blowing Rock maintained much
Ill  mid., 330-I.
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higiver wealth among its individuals than agricultural townships such as Meat Camp, and
even claimed more town lots than the county seat. However, landlessness persisted as well
for some BLowing Rock residents. Finally, the debate over fence laws, which spanned the
agricultural South, took a unique form in Blowing Rock due to its influential summer
residents. However, it is still necessary to look more in depth at tourism's effect on property
relations and values in the county at the turn of the century.
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4. THE EFFECT 0F TOURISM ON LAND USE
4.1  Introduction
As noted, the social, cultural, and economic effects of dependency on tourism in
Southern Appalachia have been many. One of the most salient of the drawbacks to this
economic force for local residents is its impact on land value. This comparison between
Blowing Rock and Meat Carp, townships within the same county with a similar number of
taxed residents, portrays such impacts in the small scale.
Many of the secondary sources that study the effect of tourism on land values focus
on the 1960s to 1970s due to the `tecreation land boom" experienced in the region in those
decades. A huge surge of recreational development in Appalachia overwhelmed counties
such as Watauga. This was generally seen as favorable to the region, which was considered
wretchedly poor at the time; Appalachia was in fact a major focus of the decade's War on
Poverty. However, many examinations of this recrcational boom, such as Gottffied's above,
pose the question: who benefits?
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4.2 Studies of Recrcational Land Use in North Carolina
Accol.ding to the North Carolina Public Interest Research Group, .land ownership
givesabasicindicationofthecurentandprobatleusesoflandinanarea."Again
focusing on what they describe as the arrival of swearing reercational development during
the 1960s, this particular study looks at land ownership patterns only from 1968-1973.
However, the group's findings suppor( previous authors' warnings of the environmental and
economic dangers of second home development. Noting infrastructural burdens on the local
economy as well as vulnerability to national recession, they conclude that the pulported
benefits of tourism including employment and tax revenue are not as substantial as often
claimed. L33 The five-year study found an increase of non-local ownership with a stagnation of
local ownership, althouch the ..amount of locally-held land decreased significantly" in ten
Appalachian counties influenced by second-home tourism. Furthermore, they conclude that
absentee ounership corresponding with tourism invesfroent also contributes to a decrease in
local control of goverrment. This situation could have intensified the previously mentioned
stock-lawdebateinB|owingRock.t34
In a 1976 study of watauga and Avery counties, Anita Parlow also argues that the
reereational enthusiasm for mountain land in the 1960s appreciated land values above what
many local residents could afford. She links this to a decrease in farm-used land five times
hither than the national average for the decade.'35 As in earlier times, the 1960s boom was
I.2NorthCarolinaPubliclnterestResearehGroup.7The/mpacfo/Jtecrcatr-oiza/Dove/oprcnl,I.
:l#:ji8ar|ow,"cfandoewe/apmeutfog"e/mprcfo#esonDeve/apmenlor7\.io4pra/achran
Co"»fl.es,  f7ato«gr and [4 very I.n JVowh Care/ina[ acnoxville, TN: Southern Appalachian Ministry in Higher
Education,  1976).
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"initia(ed locally," in the modem era throuch the expansion of exclusive subdivisions on
family land sold for development. Corporate developers also flocked to the area.
A second study on Watauga and Avery counties, published by the Department of City
and Regional Planning at University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, shows the severity of the
influence of tourism on the land in these two counties.]36  This st`idy confirms BLowing Rock
as a "sumlner haven" by 1859, and notes a negative economic impact from tourism on the
two counties. It also designates Watauga and Avery Counties as having a hither percentage
of poverty despite the booming tourism industry. Once again, low wages, inegular
employment, and vulnerability to recession characterize an eeonomy dependent on tourism.
Furthemore, "Much of the tourist expenditures will leak out of the area if the locality doesn't
produce the goods it sells to tourists or doesn't employ local residents in its businesses."L37
The Appalachian Land Ownership Task Force facilitated one of the most influential
Appalachian land-use studies to date, also conducted during the 1970s. Focusing on industry
and ownership patterns, this regional study surveyed the impact and density of corporate and
al>sentee ownership on rural Appalachian communities. The multi-volume work includes a
book for each Appalachian state, and features a Watauga County case study in the North
Carolina tome.'38 This study does not view reereational expansion positively, stating that the
form of development that involves seasonal homes brings the fewest benefits as well as the
most detrimental effects. !39 The authors undervalue the influence of tourism until the
automobile era: however, they do describe the impact of second-homes on local land values
i#i¥hanetid¥:iapTmasc:F`:I:::a:Aou:::;:p"pour:rsTyo//yIVortAaro/oua(AroTF,
i338£:a..t52.
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in counties such as Watauga and Avery, where recreation became the main industry. They
state. "Land speculation associated with s-econd-home development in recreation counties
drives up the cost and value of the county's land and, consequently, taxes also go up. As a
result, many local residents find theiuselves `land rich and pocket poor' with increasing
pressure to sell all or part of their land. The increased cost of land also lowers the feasibility
of agricultural production. . . Recreation development has exerted perhaps the most direct
effect. Non-local, wealthy people purchase second-homes in the region and bid up the prices
on both land and homes. The increased price of land makes if very difficult for local people,
especially if they are young, to purchase land for a homesite."'4°
Many Appalachian counties suffered environmental devastation and manipulative tax
evasion by major industries such as mining, as reported in the well documented Land
Ownership Task Force report. Watauga, however, declared no mineral owners and only 393
acres, less than one percent, of public ownership by 1978. Divergent from many such
counties in the region, Watauga and Avery continued to experience tourism as a major
economic force. Between 1890 and 1920 as well, tax records attribute few acres and very
little wealth production to mineral or timber lands in Watauga.
Since the previous studies involve recreatioml development in the area only during
the second half of the twentieth century, they do not directly describe trends at the turn of the
century. However, they do bring into question the many positive conthbutious that tourism
brings to an agricultural economy, such as wage labor and tax revenues. This twentieth-
century research also provides more reliable quantitative data on land use and costs than
studies on the nineteenth century, which often rely on census data.
140 |bid.,`37-38.
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I argue that the trends of property value seen in the late twentieth century expanded
from existing land-use patterns in areas that had a long history of hcavy tourism. such as
Blowing Rock. The accelerated raise of land values and prices coll'elated with the peak of
recreational interest in the area between 1890 and 1920 as well as in the later twentich
century. Tax information also demonstrates an increase in land values that proved more
extreme in tourist Blowing Rock than agricultural Mcat Camp.
Furthermore, the major players of Blowing Rock tourism and the second home
market show a skewing influence over property values. In 1895, for example, a hds. M.E.
Weedon, possibly a relation to town major W. H. Weeden, owned one town lot for $1,000,
and a Mrs. M.J. Brady owned another single lot for $2,000. The general range for town lots
however, documented in 1899, went from $50 to S I,500 per lot. Meanwhile that sanie year
over 33 percent of the township's residents were reported to own no land or lots, and 34 of
252 taxed-vcr I 3 percentTulad `Poll" malked for their wealth, meaning they owned no
proper(y or assets. In 1915, Blowing Rock Hotel Company was taxed on $4,000 aggregate
value, including a single town lot priced $3,600. The same year, hds. Moses Cone of the
Cone estate was recorded as having an incredible $70,017 wealth to her name in Blowing
Rock, including $65,000 for 3,032 acres of land. This price puts her estate at over $21 per
acre, 40 percent hither than the Blowing Rock average, but 75 percent hither than the price
of land per acre in Meat Camp.
4.3 Methodology
One cannot assume the validity of data given in a sintle source. h analyzing the
government documents used to create a deschption of tumof-thecentury Blowing Rock, the
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main issues to take under consideration are undemumeration and general human error.
Following Kenneth Winkle's argument on using the United States census as a historical
resource, cross-referencing between federal and state census as well as with non¢ensus
records can point out inconsistencies in information.
As discussed previously, the methodology for this research consisted of collecting
data regarding land ownership, land values, and wealth for Watauga County-particularly
Blowing Rock and Meat CampThrouch a 25 percent sampling of the taxed population from
the years  1890 to 1920. The information reflecting land use was compiled to find
comparative prices and rates of increase between the two townships, one heavily influenced
by an affluent tourist market and the other primarily agricultural. I also noted trends in
population and wealth to determine whether the increase seen in Blowing Rock's property
values corresponded with an increase of wealth for the township on a community or
individual level.
4.4 Watauga County Records
4.4.1 Population and Wealth
The most basic information available on the county from 1890 to 1920 consists of
data concerning the population, taxed population, and number of registered voters. Althouch
Meat Camp reported a consistently hither population than Blowing Rock, rouchly the same
number of citizens were taxed in the two townships througivut the period studied. While    -
secondary local histories sometines List population totals for the county, census material
during this era typically enumerated finilies, dwellings, and farms-all of which overlap-
or solely the number of registered voters, labeled `boll." Tax materials listed individuals who
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were taxed. including women and men, both white and non-white individuals, as well as
those registered to vote+marked `tryoll"-and non-poll.
Table 3. Population and Aggregate Value of Watauga County,
1850-1918
Year population Voters Aggregate Value (S)
1850 3.358 (544 fans) - 446,030
1870 5,287 - -
1880 8,160 1781     (1895) -
1890 10,000 1411     (1888) I,127,816     (1888)
1900 13,417 1908    (1899) 1,298,831     (1899)
1910 13,423 - 2,160,060
1915 - 1815 2,800,000 (Approx.)
1918 - 1707 3,003,915
Notes to tables 3 through 6:
I . The term Aggngate Value denotes the total amual wealth listed for a township, county, or individual.
2. Figures for tables 3 through 6 are compiled from the Watauga County census, tax liis and tax scrolls from
1850 to  1920.
3. Spaces [narked ``~" denote areas for which data is not available.
Table 4. Po ulation and Aqgref!ate Value of BlowinE Rock. 1880-1920
Year population Taxed Polls FamiliesITarus Aggregate
rvoters) (% of FarmHouseholds) Value (S)
1880 340 - - 62/55 (90%) -
1890 - 190 72 (1888) - 71,555
1900 805 252 (1899) - 166 / 91 (55%) Ilo,256
1910 648 approx 262 - 143 families 195,964
1915 - 336 129 - 341,345
1920 - 363 107 80/51  (65%) 378,680 (1919)
Note: percentages are calculated from households, not number of families. Number of families min€mally
higher than households as some homes and fans took boarders or in-laws.
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Table 5. Po u]ation and Armegate Vatlie of Meat Cam|i, I860-1920
Year POpu[ation Taxed Polls FamfliestFarms Aggregate Value
(Approx.) rvoters) (% Of farmhouseholds)
1860 564 - - 55 hilies -
1880 928 - - 112 /108 (97%) -
1890 - 185 (1888) 109 ( 1888) - 41,496
1900 928 - - 175 / 172 (100%) 94,512
1910 983 267 - 194 hilies 115,000(Approx.)*
1915 - 295 171 - 175,000(Approx.)
1920 - - 174 207/193 (93%) 202,576(1918)
* Figures marked "Approx.'. are averages betveen tvs different but not distant figures given by separate tax or
census soufces for the same year.
bLe 6. Population of Boone. 1880-19
Year FamiliesITarus
(% of farm households)
1880 226/178 (79%)
1900 330/233 (71%)
1920 200/128 (64%)
Source: Watauga County Census,1880,1900, and 1920.
Comparing the number of families to the n`rmber of fanns per township provides a
simple way to contrast density of town versils mral populatious between townships. It is also
one of the few comparative factors available in early census data. While Blowing Rock
dropped from 90 percent farlning households to 65 between 1880 and 1920, Meat Canp
families remained above 90 pel'cent farming throuch the entire period. Boone, the county seat
and home to a teachers' college by 1920, shows rates similar to Blowing Rock of households
listed as farming. Mcat Camp and Blowing Rock therefore prove to be an effective
comparative set as similar numbers of residents were taxed each year, and the fomer is
mainly an agricultural township while the latter combines agricultural and town residents
with a heavy tourist influence. As seen in the secondary literature, many of the non-fan
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taxed persons in Blowing Rock were second-home owners, such as the wealthy Cone and
Stringfellow finilies. Companies, such as the Blowing Rock and Green Park Hotel
companies, also played major economic roles in the resort township.
Finally, the aggregate value of personal and real property, which I estinated if not
recorded for the townships and county, provided the most consistently available infomation
per year. It therefore gives a mode of analyzing annual shifts as well as consistent differences
between townships and with the county as a whole. These averages of individuals' monetary
value reflected in rcal and personal property track general wealth among the townships.
Table 7 demonstrates that throuch the aggregate values, Blowing Rock shows a consistently
hither rate of increase of wealth than the county total, while Meat Carnp's rate fluctuates
considerably. Whether this incousisteney is due to fluctuations in individual wealth, residents
moving in and out of the townchip, or problems in record keeping, is unknown.
Tat)le 7. Rate of Increase of Armegate Values in Percentlfe. 1890-1919
1890-1900 1900-1910 1910-1915 191S-1918/19
WatauEa County 15 66 30 7
Blowjn£ Rock 54 78 74 11
Meat Camp 128 22 52 16
Note: Figures calculated from Watauga County tax scrolls and lists, 1890-1919
As demonstrated earlier in table 2, Blowing Rock displays consistently hither wealth
at the median and very hichest range. However, both townships show taxed residents with
very little and no wealth to their names, expressing a sinilarity at the lowest end of the
economic scale. Not everyone living in Blowing Rock enjoyed a hither level of wealth than
the Meat Camp average, but these ranges illustrate where the wealthy congregated in the
county. This wealth distribution may be typical but it further demonstrates that the wealth
broucht in by tourism was not allocated as widely on the individual level as the increasing
costs, including land prices, in the township.
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4.4.2 had Cwhership
The most relevant infomation to this study came from tax records that noted land
ownership by individual with acreage and value, and differentiated between "land" and
•1own lots." Table 8 shows rates of landlessness and property ownership throuch the
percentage of taxed individuals who were listed with land or town lots. These figures are
estimated from a 25 percent sampling done of cach township.s tax records for cach year
given. Supporting the data from the aggregate value ranges, neither township rapolted a
consistently hither rate of landlessness than the other. Landlessness in both townships
remained within 20 to 35 pereent of the total taxed population. No town lots were listed in
Meat Camp throuchout the years studied. Very few townships in Watauga reported town lots;
Blowing Rock and Bcone maintained the vast majority of them. It is notable that some, but
very few people owned both a town lot and acrcage in Blowing Rock. The greater part of
those taxed in the resort township either owned in-town lots or acreage of "land."
Table 8. Percentages Of Land and Town Lot Ounership,
BIowhf! Rock and Meat Camp, 1890-1918
Land Torn Etoth Land No Land or
I.ot and Town Lot Towtl Lot
1890 BR 45.8 33.3 2.I 22.9
MC 77.I N/A N/A 22.9
1895 BR 46.6 40.0 3.3 20.0
MC 71.9 N/A N/A 28.I
1899 BR 38.I 33.3 4.8 33.3
MC 73.3 N/A N/A 26.7
1910 BR 6.I 48.5 7.6 24.2
MC 68.I N/A N/A 31.9
1915 BR 28.9 42.2 4.4 33.3
MC 68.0 N/A N/A 32.0
1918 BR 31.1 51.I 12.2 21.2
Notes to table 8:
I.FigLires replesent pelcentages of taxed residents in each township. These were calcuhted from sampling
Watauga County tax scrolls and lists, 1890 throngb 1920.
2.Infomation for 1920 and for Meat Camp from 1918 to 1920 ves either unvailal)le or iuegible.
3. Figures regarding town lot ounership in Meat Camp are marked Not Applicable since the co`rmship did not
report a single to`un lot during this period.
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As noted. Blowing Rock and Boone clained the majority of town lots in the county.
Table 9 lists the numbers of town lots recorded for cach with their average value. No
indication of size of these lots is ever given in these records, but the averages do reflect the
general township wealth held in this form of property. This is chtical infomation. since town
lots are not considered under the category of "land" in tax records. The number and value of
town lots reflects not only urban growth but also the popularity of an area. The fact that many
of Watauga's townships do not clain a sinde town lot from 1888 to 1920 also implies a
great deal clout structural and economic differences bctween areas within the county.
The figures support claims made by authors such as Buxton who report a lower
popularity of Boone until the automobile era. This was despite its role as the county seat and
the emergence of the tcachers' college, which would become a major influence in the county
in the latter twentieth century. Blowing Rock did boast the majority of town lots in the
county, implying a popularity that most likely came from its second home residents. It had
neither its o`m rail depot nor indushial strength during the time period, which points to the
town's resort history as its major draw.
Note: figures
b]e 9. Value of Land and Town Lots. Wafaufa County. 1888-19
had Town Lots
Meat B]Owing Blowing Watauga Avenge Value
Camp Rock Rock County in County'Exclqdinf! BR
1888 - - - 159.52 -
1890 2.72 2.84 186.cO - -
1895 3.19 4.94 241.94 - -
1900 2.73 4.08 228.91 - -
1910 4.51 7.58 363.72 319.33 239.64
1915 5.20 15.cO 387.40 304.78 176.85
1920 27.00 53.00 I,478.74 1559.07 1726.01
replesent average dollar vale per acre or lot. Figures for tables 9 and 10 ae compiled from
Watauga County tax scrolls and tax lists 1888 through 1920. Spaces lnarked ``~" denote areas for which data is
not available or not sufficient to provide averages.
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Table 10. Numl)er of Town Lots,
Wataufa County 1888-1920
Year BR Boone Watau8a
County Total
1888 - - 126
1890 68* - -
1895 124 - -
1900 128 - -
1910 149 64 232
1915 274 177 451
1920 239 Ilo 354
*Italicized figures are averages from sample
lt is interesting to note that, according to Phil Noblitt, Moses Cone paid an average
price per acre above the overall Blowing Rock averages shown from 1890 to 1910, which
cover the years of his land acquisitions. Noblitt states that Cone typically paid from five to
ten dollars an acre, at an average of $7.95. This brings into question whether quality of land
played a major role in cost. A visit to the impressive estate, which spans almost two thousand
feet in elevation rising some feet above the altitude of Blowing Rock itself may provide a
tangible link between the perceived attractiveness of land in the area and its cost.
4.4.3 Property Value
During this period, residents were not taxed a specific property tax, but simply a
percentage of their "aggregate value." The regressive poll tax was of course an exception to
this, hitting all registered voters with the same fee. In 1899, tar rcoords have a apace in which
to denote "Property Tax," divided into three sections, but it is not used and recorded taxes
fall instead under categories such as `State Taxes," "Peusious," and "County Tames." By
1915, even the designated space for property tax has been removed from the official tax
documentation. and residents continue to pay taxes as a percentage of their total aggregate
value. Therefore, it is in increases of land value that the influence of the second home and
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tourism markets come across most clearly, as opposed to in property tax aug[nentation as is
seen today.
The primary focus of this research revolves around property value itself. Table 11
shows the average acreage owned per individual and the average cost per acre of land, as
well as town lots. From 1890 to 1920, the average cost per acre of land was consistently
higher in Blowing Rock. The differences in average acres per owner versus average acreage
per resident, which are much more extreme in Blowing Rock than in Meat Camp. are due to
the hick number of residents in the former township who owned town lots. These lot owners
actually comprised up to 50 percent of the taxed population by 1920. Between 1888 and
1890, land values between Blowing Rock and Meat Camp appear to have been equivalent;
ten years later they show close to a 60 percent difference. By 1915, land value in Blowing
Rock is almost three times that of Meat Carp.
These land costs still do not compare to the astronomical value of town lots, which
increased from almost two hundred dollars to over one thousand dollars per lot during these
years. This hick price of town land, which did not exist in Meat Camp, combined with the
hither land values and the hither rate of increase of property value in Blowing Rock present
a striking difference in land costs between the townships. The rising price of land conelates
with Blowing Rock's economic dependence on tourism and points to the industry as the
majorcauseofcostdisparitybetweenBlowingRockandMcatCamp.t4[
[''SeeAppendixKforanextendedversionoftal]le11.
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Table 11. Property Ownership and Value BLowing Rock and Meat Camp, 1888-1920
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The resor( town experienced not only a hither constant cost of land, but also an
accelerated rate of increase in value. Table 12 shows the severity of the difference in rate of
increase of land value between the two townships. [42 This clearly implies a substantial
augmentation in land value, surely causing a burden for any non-wealthy local residents.
Tat)Le 12. Rate of Increase of Land Value,
Meat Camp and Blowing Rack. 189
MC BR
1890 to 1895 17.3 74.0
1895 to 1900 -14.4 -17.4
1900 to 1910 65.0 85.8
1910 to 1915 15.3 98.0
0-1915
Note: Figures represent perrmtage rate of increase. These are calculated from values averaged from Watanga
County tax scrolls and lists,1890 to 1920.
The substantial drop in land value from 1895 to 1900 reflects the severity of the national
recession in the county. The rate of increase for costs in Blowing Rock is consistently much
faster than that of Meat Camp, including during the ten-year economic recovery pchod fion
1900 to  1910.
Land prices across the resort township, not just in town, increased rapidly above those
in other to`unships, as well as the county average, due to the influx of interest and individual
wealth functioning over a seated system of speculative buying. The astronomic cost of town
land and skyrockedng armual increases in land value in the tourist-centered township would
have caused a burden for many of the local residents, who claimed very little to no wealth to
their name in tax reeords, and had diminishing chances of obtaining land in this skewed
market.
'42 The figLLres for land value in 1920 are so wildly different from previous years and increases that they have
been omitted from the calculatious of rate of increase in the tables.
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4.5 Conclusion
Tax records for Watauga County, North Carolina, clearly show that property values in
its township of Blowing Rock increased in amount, and at a hither rate, over values in
comparable townships in the county between the years 1890 and 1920. Blowing Rock also
boasted the hichest number and average cost of town lots of any town in the county during
this time. In this way it outranked even the county scat. Also unique to Blowing Rock was its
popularity as an annunl resor( retreat for affluent vacationers. beginning in the second half of
the nineteenth century.
The influence of this concentration of the nation's most affluent citizens in the small
town greatly effected land use patterns, as can beseen throuch comparisous of property
values in other Watauga townships, such as Meat Camp. As property values rose rapidly in
Blowing Rock between 1890 and 1920, many individuals continued to own very little to
moderate wealth. I.and costs, even excluding the extremely hick prices of town lots, rose
well above those of Meat Camp, althouch both townships shared a sinilar percentage of
individuals in their populatious in the lowest wealth brackets by 1915. The distinct tourist-led
economy and history of Blowing Rock did affect land use and property value in the township
between 1890 and 1920, causing prices to appreciate above those elsewhere in the county.
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5. RESEARCH SUMMARY
The quantitative evidence provided by this study points to a substantial increase in
both town and mral land values in the township of Blowing Rock, in Watauga County, North
Carolina. This appreciation surpassed the inflation of prices in nearby townships such as
Meat Camp in both amount and rate of increase. Blowing Rock also reported consistently
hither levels of individual and township wealth overall. However, it maintained a steady
percentage of its population in a bracket of very low to no wealth, suggesting that the    -
increased income of Blowing Rock's tourist economy did not reach as many individuals as
did the rising costs. Tourism's effect on land use in the county interacted with larger
fianeworks of class, industry, and the economy to c`ilminate in a significant local disparity
of wealth ranging from the completely landless to cousideral}ly affluent residents on scasoml
estates.
To reach these conclusions, I applied quantitative county data, derived priminly froin
county tax scrolls and lists, to secondary sources such as histories and studies of tourism in
southern Appalachia. This included researohing local and regional histories regarding class,
tourism patterns, tourism's economic force as an industry, and tourism's effeets on
economies and land use. I organized the availal)le primary data to reflect trends in wealth,
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land ownership, and land values to compare the townships of Blowing Rock and Meat Camp
from  1890 to 1920.
Using the tables compiled from this infomation. I was able to determine the
distribution of wealth in both townships, and divided taxed citizens into groups of individual
wealth. This infomation is processed throuch the lens of theories on class in tumof-the-
century Appalachia to illustrate that the increase in township wealth in Blowing Rock
conelated to its history with tourism did not translate into increased wealth for all of its
residents, althouch it did contribute to escalating land values and therefore prices. I was able
to verify an augmentation of land values in amount and rate of increase in Blowing Rock
above those in Meat Camp from the tax data recorded.
Althouch speculation was already in practice in southern Appalachia, I argue that the
accelerated increase in land costs in Blowing Rock demonstrates that interest in seasonal
second homes and large estates drove up land prices across the township. However, the
majority of the town's permanent residents did not have the wealth to sustain this elevated
land cost.
Some of the wealthiest Southerners began the first summer visits to the recton and
township. After the Civil War, the area received continued and growing attention from
Northern elite. In some areas of western NOTth Carolina, tourism became a major economic
force. It was able to compete with other major industries, in fact, althouch it broucht its own
social and economic drawbacks.
The interaction between summer residents, local residents, and land use, became
political with the debate over the stock law. Many residents in the agricultural county
depended on small farming, and some on shared land that they did not privately OWTL When
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Blowing Rock became the first town in Watauga to pass this law restricting communal land
use in 1900. such famiers were left without access to land for their livestock.
Tourism's inpact on communities in Appalachia continues to be a contentious issue
for historians and residents alike. In the nineteenth-century context, tourism broucht wage
labor as well as affluent interest and thereby wealth to rural areas. However, the service
industry employment that developed was seasonal and low paying, and increased wealth in
the to`rmship did not reach residents widely on an individual level. Meanwhile, it did
contribute to a substantial increase in land costs. Blowing Rock.s long history with the
tourism industry, which began with clients from among the nation's wealthiest families,
caused an increase in land values above that seen in other parts of the county due to its effeet
on land use in the township.
While this study contributes quantitative analysis to the literature on tourism in
Southern Appalachia during the nineteenth and early twentieth cent`Iries, what it does not
attempt to do is argue any of its qualitative effects. The voices and experiences of the people   .
who lived in this tine and place are excluded to focus on arguments that can be n`mchcally
verified. Further research utilizing local newspapers of the time or tracing back finily
histories could shed valual]le licht on the lives and opinions of those who witnessed the
economic trends described here.
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APPENDIX F
ExcerDt from Advertisement for Wan Sorines. North Carolina
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Advertisement for Warm Springs. NC
Resorts published periodicals and adver[isements. The mineral and warm springs remain
popular resorts fior years, particularly during lhe nine[eenlh century. The fiollowing is an
advertisement for Warm Springs, Norlh Carolirra, published circa 1880:
Hover.on. W.H.. alnd M. C. Klein The Warm Springs, Madison County,  Western North
Carolina. Hower[on & Klein. Proprietors. Hol, Warm, Tepid and Cold Baths.
Raleigh: W. H. Ferrel., [1880?] .
"Readily accessible from every section of the United States, over. East Tennessee, Virginia
and Georgia Railroad, and Connecting lines of Rail, via Morristown and Wolf Creek, Tenn.;
by North and South Carolina Systems of Railway, via Salisbury. Charlotte, Spartanburg to
Hendersonville and Asheville, and by Fine Coaches of the Western North Carolina Stage
TJ+nes. to Warm Springs. Season EXCURSION TICKETS Sold on all Routes„.The
undersigned beg leave to announce to the great public of Summer Tourists, Health and
Pleasure seekers, and to invalids and sufferers of all seasons, that they have jointly taken a
new and extended lease on this justly celebrated Southern Summer and Winter Resort, and
that the malnmoth Hotel will be open all the year round." ®p I -2)
The booklet describes location, scenery, accommodalious, the experience and health!fulness
Of the bathe offered. and an a:I'ialysis Of the weather. 11 iricludes a list Of nearby places Of
interest /attraclious. as well as many les[imonials.  Finally, it covers rates:  (pg 16)
"THE RATES 0F BOARD ARE:
Per month, of four weeks, or 28 days, $30.00 to $50.00 according to location.
Per we;-k-,  S 12 50
Perday,    ,200
Children under ten and over two years of age. and servants, are charged half-price.
Two daily Mails and Expresses, moming and evening, each, arrive and depart; the
Eastern for Asheville, and connections by Stage Coach and Rail; and the Western to Wolf
Creek, and Tennessee Railroad connections.
Hotel open the year round for entertainment of both Summer and Winter Visitors."
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APPENDIX G
Man 6. Population of North Carolina Counties. 1850. Slave Population. and Noth
Carolina Counties.1900 /Lousdale`
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APPENDIX H
Tables Al . and A2. African Americans in Blowing Rock and Meat Camp` 1850-1920
and African Americans in Watauca County.  1850-1920
Ilo
Table Al. African Americans jn Blowing Rock and Meat Camp,1850-1920
BIowin£ Rock Meat Camp
Poll/ Wealth Poll/ Wealth
Population Population
1850 - - - -
1888 2 Poll (1890: 0 Taxed) - 2 Taxed 60
1895 1 Taxedffoll 0 2 Taxed 60
1899/ 29 Population, 3 Taxed 145 I  Taxed 160
1900 Or: 3 Households +  I I
Nonwhite "Servants" (Census)
1910 - 200 2 Taxed 175
1915 0 0 6 Poll/2Taxed 75/  175
1918 0 Poll - 0 Poll -
1920 0 Taxed, 0 Households, 0 Taxed, 0
2 "Servants" Housholds.1Individual
Table A2. African Americans in Watauga County,1850-1920
Poll/ population Nod-White Total County
Wealth Wealth
1850 84 Slaves + 29 Residents
(3358 White Population)
1888 39 Poll
(1372 White)
189S 55 Poll
(1726 White)
1899/ 37 Poll,1908 White
1900 (Boone: 22 Households +
4 Individuals)
1910 $3,737 Sl,207,560
In Land In Land
1915 13  Poll 8,265 2.808,41 I
1918 1 I  Poll 8,029 3,003,915
1920 9  Poll 250 Acres -
Notes to Tables Al  and A2:
I. Symbol ``~" designates areas for whieh information was not available.
2, Sources: Watauga County CeTlsus records  1850-1920 and Watauga County Tax Scrolls and Lists,1890-1920.
3. "Poll" refers to the number of registered voters; "Taxed" refel's (o the number of individuals listed in the tax
records for that year. Early census data enumerated I)rimaTi[y by households, some figui'es refleet this.
4. Although some years of tax data have space for marking individuals of both African and Indigenous heritage.
racial categorization in Wataitga County typically kept a binary view. The bulk of tax information between
1890 and  1920 is divided into I.Whi(e" and `Negro" or "Colored" depending on the year.
5. Due to undemumeration in most federal census Teeords of this (ime. these figures ca!i be assumed to be lower
than the actual population.
APPENDIX I
Tax Scroll Samoles  1890
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APPENDIX J
Man 7. Blowinf! Rock. Wataura County. December 1927
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APPENDIX K
TableA3.LanndanndWcalthlnformation`
Blowing Rock and Meat Came. North CaroLina`  1888 to  1920
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APPENDIX L
Man 8. The Moses H. Cone Manor House and Outbuildings (Buxton
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